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Item 5.02 Departure of Directors or Certain Officers; Election of Directors; Appointment of Certain Officers; Compensatory
Arrangements of Certain Officers.

(e) Adoption of the Biogen Inc. 2017 Omnibus Equity Plan

At the 2017 Annual Meeting of Stockholders of Biogen Inc. (the “Company”), which was held on June 7, 2017 (the “2017 Annual Meeting”), the
Company’s stockholders approved the Biogen Inc. 2017 Omnibus Equity Plan (the “2017 Plan”). The 2017 Plan was previously approved,
subject to stockholder approval, by the Board of Directors of the Company.

A summary of the material terms and conditions of the 2017 Plan and awards thereunder is included in the Company’s definitive proxy
statement filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC”) on April 26, 2017 (the “Proxy Statement”) under “Proposal 5 – Approval
of the Biogen Inc. 2017 Omnibus Equity Plan,” which section is incorporated herein by reference. The preceding summary is qualified in its
entirety by, and should be read in conjunction with, the 2017 Plan, which was filed as Appendix B to the Proxy Statement and is incorporated
herein by reference.

 
Item 5.03 Amendments to Articles of Incorporation or Bylaws; Change in Fiscal Year.

(a) Amendment to Bylaws

Effective June 7, 2017, the Board of Directors of the Company amended and restated the Company’s Third Amended and Restated Bylaws
(the “Fourth Amended and Restated Bylaws”), which substantially revised the Company’s former bylaws. The following is a summary of certain
provisions of the Fourth Amended and Restated Bylaws. Such summary is not intended to be complete and is qualified in its entirety by
reference to the full text of the Fourth Amended and Restated Bylaws filed as Exhibit 3.1 to this Current Report on Form 8-K, which is
incorporated herein by reference. A copy of the Fourth Amended and Restated Bylaws marked to show changes from the Third Amended and
Restated Bylaws is attached as Exhibit 3.2 to this Current Report on Form 8-K.

Stockholder Proposals, Stockholder Director Nominations and Stockholder Requested Special Meetings

The Fourth Amended and Restated Bylaws include, among other things, the following modifications to the provisions related to the ability of a
stockholder to make a proposal or nominate a director for election or request that a special meeting of stockholders be called:
 

 

1. Changes the determination whether a stockholder proposal notice or a director nominee notice has been timely delivered by
calculating the time period from the first anniversary of the date of the prior year’s annual meeting. Under the Third Amended and
Restated Bylaws, the time period was calculated from the first anniversary of the date the proxy statement for the prior year’s annual
meeting was released to stockholders.

 

 2. Eliminates a requirement for a stockholder making a proposal or a director nominee at an annual meeting to provide a
representation to the Company, as of the record date for such annual meeting, regarding:

 

 a. such stockholder’s stock ownership and/or ownership of Derivative Instruments (as defined in the Fourth Amended and
Restated Bylaws); and

 

 b. any agreement, arrangement or understanding with respect to the stockholder proposal or director nominee between such
stockholder and beneficial owner (including their respective affiliates).

 

 

3. Adds a requirement for a stockholder making a proposal or a director nominee at an annual or special meeting or requesting a
special meeting to update its notice so that all of the information in the notice is true and correct as of the record date for such
annual or special meeting, which updated notice is required to be delivered no later than five business days after the later of (i) the
record date for such annual or special meeting and (ii) the date notice of the record date is first publicly disclosed.

 

 
4. Changes the standard for the Chairman of the Board’s determination whether business or a director nomination was properly

brought before an annual meeting from “if the facts warrant” to if the Chairman of the Board “determines in good faith” and adds the
same provision in connection with stockholder requested special meetings.

 

 
5. Eliminates a requirement that a stockholder (or group of stockholders) that submits a written request for a special meeting of

stockholders must have or have had a continuous Net Long Beneficial Ownership (as defined in the Fourth Amended and Restated
Bylaws) of at least 25% for at least one year as of the date of such request.

 

 6. Eliminates a requirement for a stockholder’s written request for a special meeting of stockholders to include:
 

 a. evidence of the duration of the stockholder’s ownership of the Company’s stock;
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 b. the information that is required to be provided by a stockholder in connection with an election contest under the proxy rules
under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended (the “Exchange Act”); and

 

 c. the information required by Section 2.2 of the Fourth Amended and Restated Bylaws (i.e., the stockholder proposal
requirements for annual meetings).

 

 

7. Under the Fourth Amended and Restated Bylaws, if a stockholder revokes his/her/its request for a special meeting of stockholders,
the Board of Directors, in its discretion, is allowed to decide to either cancel the special meeting or cancel the stockholder’s
proposed business at such meeting (but not otherwise cancel such meeting). Under the Third Amended and Restated Bylaws, if a
stockholder revoked his/her/its request for a special meeting of stockholders, the Board of Directors was allowed to cancel the
requested special meeting if the remaining stockholders that requested such meeting had, in the aggregate, less than the required
Net Long Beneficial Ownership percentage.

 

 

8. Under the Third Amended and Restated Bylaws, a stockholder requested special meeting is not required to be called if the Board of
Director has called or calls an annual or special meeting to be held not later than 60 days after the date that the valid stockholder
request has been delivered. The Fourth Amended and Restated Bylaws adds an additional requirement that, in order for the Board
of Directors to avoid calling a stockholder requested special meeting, the stockholder request must contain a similar item as any
item on the agenda of the annual or special meeting called by the Board of Directors.

 

 

9. Under the Third Amended and Restated Bylaws, the Company is not required to call a stockholder requested special meeting when
the stockholder request (i) is received during the period starting 90 days prior to the first anniversary of the date of the prior year’s
annual meeting and ending on the date of the next annual meeting; (ii) contains an identical or substantially similar item to an item
that was presented at any stockholder meeting held within 120 days prior to the date the stockholder request was delivered to the
Company; (iii) relates to an item of business that is not a proper subject for stockholder action; (iv) was made in a manner that
involved a violation of the Exchange Act proxy rules or other applicable law; or (v) does not comply with the provisions of
Section 2.3A of the Bylaws. The Fourth Amended and Restated Bylaws makes the following changes to this provision:

 

 a. extends the time period in clause (i) from 90 days to 120 days;
 

 b. decreases the time period in clause (ii) from 120 days to 30 days;
 

 c. clarifies that, when determining whether an item is a similar item for purposes of clause (ii), any ancillary items that are in
the stockholder request solely to support the primary request shall be excluded from such determination;

 

 d. eliminates the reference to the Exchange Act proxy rules in clause (iv); and
 

 e. eliminates clause (v) in its entirety.
 

 10. Adds a provision that would not allow any business to be transacted at the stockholder requested special meeting if the requesting
stockholder (or a qualified representative) does not appear at the meeting to present the proposed business.

Annual or Special Meetings of Stockholders

The Fourth Amended and Restated Bylaws include, among other things, the following modifications to the provisions related to annual or
special meetings of stockholders:
 

 

1. Under the Third Amended and Restated Bylaws, each stockholder is entitled to one vote for each share of the Company’s stock
having voting power held by such stockholder. The Fourth Amended and Restated Bylaws clarifies that each stockholder is entitled
to one vote for each share of the Company’s stock entitled to vote at a meeting of stockholders and adds a provision that the term
“votes cast” does not include abstentions or broker non-votes.

Election of Directors

The Fourth Amended and Restated Bylaws include, among other things, the following modifications to the provisions related to the election of
directors:
 

 
1. Moves the provision regarding the voting requirements for the election of directors from Section 2.2 to Section 3.1 of the Fourth

Amended and Restated Bylaws and changes the time period for determining a contested election from the 14th day prior to the
proxy statement filing to the 5th day prior to the proxy statement filing.
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 2. Makes the following changes to the written representation and agreement a person must provide to the Company to be eligible to be
a nominee for election or reelection as a director:

 

 a. eliminates the requirement that the written representation and agreement be in the form provided by the Secretary of the
Company;

 

 b. clarifies that all of the references to any agreement, arrangement or understanding in the written representation and
agreement include written and oral agreements, arrangements or understandings;

 

 

c. adds a disclosure requirement that the nominee will promptly disclose to the Board of Directors any agreement,
arrangement or understanding with any person or entity (other than the Company) with respect to any direct or indirect
compensation, reimbursement or indemnification that the nominee becomes a party to after the delivery of the written
representation and agreement;

 

 

d. eliminates the requirement that the nominee represents that he/she will provide facts, statements and other information in
all communications with the Company and its stockholders that are or will be true and correct in all material respects and
do not and will not omit to state a material fact necessary in order to make the statements made, in light of the
circumstances under which they were made, not misleading;

 

 
e. eliminates the provision that allows the Company to request additional information from each nominee to allow the Board of

Directors to determine if such nominee is independent under the listing requirements of any applicable securities exchange;
and

 

 f. adds a provision that requires each nominee to agree to the conditional (majority voting) resignation policy in Section 3.16
of the Fourth Amended and Restated Bylaws.

 

 

3. Under the Third Amended and Restated Bylaws, if the number of directors to be elected at an annual meeting is increased and
there is no public announcement by the Company naming the additional nominees at least 100 days prior to the first anniversary of
the date the proxy statement is released to the stockholders in connection with the previous year’s annual meeting, a stockholder’s
notice for additional nominees will be considered timely if it is delivered to the Secretary of the Company not later than the close of
business on the 10th day following the day of the public announcement was first made by the Company. The Fourth Amended and
Restated Bylaws changes the (i) timing of the public announcement to 120 days prior to the first anniversary of the date of the prior
year’s annual meeting and (ii) determination whether a stockholder’s notice is timely from the delivery of the notice to the Secretary
to the receipt of the notice by the Secretary of the Company.

Proxy Access

The Fourth Amended and Restated Bylaws include, among other things, the following modifications to the provisions related to proxy access:
 

 1. Makes the following changes to the provisions regarding the notice provided by an eligible stockholder to have such stockholder’s
director nominee included in the Company’s proxy materials (the “Notice of Proxy Access Nomination”):

 

 

a. changes the determination whether a Notice of Proxy Access Nomination has been timely delivered by calculating the time
period from the date the Company filed its proxy statement for the prior year’s annual meeting. Under the Third Amended
and Restated Bylaws, the time period was calculated from the first anniversary of the date the Company issued its proxy
statement for the prior year’s annual meeting;

 

 

b. changes the determination of the timeliness of the Notice of Proxy Access Nomination if the annual meeting date changes
by more than 30 days (earlier or later) by calculating the time period from the anniversary date of the most recent annual
meeting. Specifically, the determination whether there has been a change of 30 days will now tie to the date the annual
meeting is called for as opposed to the actual date of the annual meeting; and

 

 c. clarifies that the public announcement of an adjournment or postponement of an annual meeting does not commence a
new time period (or extend any time period) for the giving of a stockholder’s notice.

 

 

2. Adds an additional category of director nominees to be included in the determination whether the maximum number of stockholder
director nominees has been met for purposes of the proxy access rules. Specifically, any individual with respect to whom the
Company receives notice pursuant to Section 3.1 of the Fourth Amended and Restated Bylaws that a stockholder intends to
nominate for election at such meeting will be counted towards the maximum number of stockholder nominees.
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3. Eliminates the provision that would allow the Company to exclude stockholder nominees from its proxy statement if the Company

receives notice that a stockholder intends to nominate for election a number of nominees greater than or equal to 50% of the total
number of directors to be elected.

 

 4. Eliminates the requirement that an eligible stockholder make the following representations to the Company in connection with its
Notice of Proxy Access Nomination that the eligible stockholder:

 

 a. acquired the required stock ownership in the ordinary course of business and not with the intent to change or influence
control at the Company and does not presently have such intent; and

 

 
b. will provide facts, statements and other information in all communications with the Company and its stockholders that are or

will be true and correct in all material respects and do not and will not omit to state a material fact necessary in order to
make the statements made, in light of the circumstances under which they were made, not misleading.

 

 5. Eliminates the following provisions that allowed the Company to exclude a stockholder director nominee from the Company’s proxy
statement if the:

 

 a. eligible stockholder that nominated the individual had engaged or is currently engaged in another person’s proxy solicitation
within the meaning of the Exchange Act proxy rules;

 

 
b. stockholder director nominee is or becomes a party to any compensatory, payment or other financial agreement,

arrangement or understanding with another person or entity other than the Company in connection with service as a
director of the Company;

 

 c. stockholder director nominee is not independent under the listing standards of the applicable securities exchanges, any
SEC rules and any publicly disclosed standards used by the Board of Directors;

 

 d. election of the stockholder director nominee would cause the Company to be in violation of its certificate of incorporation or
bylaws;

 

 e. stockholder director nominee has been an officer or director of a competitor within the past three years (however, the
stockholder director nominee cannot be a current officer or director of a competitor); and

 

 f. eligible stockholder or the stockholder director nominee has breached any of their obligations under the Company’s bylaws.
 

 

6. Changes the reason that the Company is allowed to exclude a stockholder director nominee from its proxy statement from if the
eligible stockholder or stockholder director nominee fails to comply with its obligations under Section 3.1A (Proxy Access for
Director Nominations) of the bylaws to if the eligible stockholder or stockholder director nominee fails to comply in all material
respects with its obligations under Section 3.1A (Proxy Access for Director Nominations) of the Fourth Amended and Restated
Bylaws.

Board of Directors

The Fourth Amended and Restated Bylaws include, among other things, the following modifications to the provisions related to the Board of
Directors:
 

 1. Adds a provision that either the Board of Directors or the stockholders may fill any vacancy on the Board of Directors resulting from
stockholder removal of a director.

 

 

2. Modifies director and director nominee resignation provisions to provide only for the tendering of a conditional irrevocable
resignation by a director or director nominee to be effective upon (a) the failure to receive the required number of votes for
reelection at the next annual meeting of stockholders at which the director or director nominee faces reelection, and (b) acceptance
of such resignation by the Board of Directors.

 

 3. Adds a provision allowing the Board of Directors (i) to appoint officers in addition to the officers listed in the Fourth Amended and
Restated Bylaws and (ii) the ability to delegate to any officer of the Company the power to choose such other officers.

The amendments also include clarifications, updates and other non-substantive changes to other provisions of the Third Amended and
Restated Bylaws.
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Item 5.07 Submission of Matters to a Vote of Security Holders.

On June 7, 2017, the Company held the 2017 Annual Meeting. The final voting results for the 2017 Annual Meeting are as follows:
 

 1. Stockholders elected eleven nominees to the Board of Directors to serve for a one-year term extending until the 2018 annual
meeting of stockholders and their successors are duly elected and qualified, with the votes cast as follows:

 
Nominee   Votes For   Votes Against  Abstentions  Broker Non-Votes
Alexander J. Denner   168,396,094  3,746,748   138,728   15,577,860
Caroline D. Dorsa   167,599,537  4,548,174   133,859   15,577,860
Nancy L. Leaming   169,478,149  2,661,843   141,578   15,577,860
Richard C. Mulligan   169,064,288  3,074,022   143,260   15,577,860
Robert W. Pangia   167,137,652  5,008,531   135,387   15,577,860
Stelios Papadopoulos   164,497,080  7,130,174   654,316   15,577,860
Brian S. Posner   167,190,038  4,956,522   135,010   15,577,860
Eric K. Rowinsky   167,807,703  4,334,895   138,972   15,577,860
Lynn Schenk   167,582,196  4,568,575   130,799   15,577,860
Stephen A. Sherwin   169,396,876  2,743,345   141,349   15,577,860
Michel Vounatsos   169,420,778  2,725,176   135,616   15,577,860

 
 2. Stockholders ratified the selection of PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP as the Company’s independent registered public accounting firm

for the fiscal year ending December 31, 2017, with the votes cast as follows:
 

Votes For  Votes Against  Abstentions  Broker Non-Votes
184,927,537  2,646,361  285,532  0

 
 3. Stockholders approved the advisory vote on executive compensation, with the votes cast as follows:
 

Votes For  Votes Against  Abstentions  Broker Non-Votes
168,150,682  3,746,217  384,671  15,577,860

 
 4. Stockholders approved, on an advisory basis, the one-year option as the frequency of the advisory vote on executive compensation,

with the votes cast as follows:
 

One-Year  Two-Year  Three-Year  Abstentions  Broker Non-Votes
154,348,941  229,704  17,404,763  298,162  15,577,860

Based on these voting results, the Board of Directors has determined to hold a non-binding, advisory vote on the compensation of
its named executive officers every year until the next required stockholder vote on the frequency of such advisory vote. The next
stockholder vote on the frequency of such advisory vote currently is expected to be held at the 2023 annual meeting of
stockholders.

 
 5. Stockholders approved the 2017 Plan, with the votes cast as follows:
 

Votes For  Votes Against  Abstentions  Broker Non-Votes
165,978,520  6,011,749  291,301  15,577,860
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Item 9.01 Financial Statements and Exhibits.

(d) Exhibits

The exhibits listed on the Exhibit Index below are filed as part of this Current Report on Form 8-K.
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Signatures

Pursuant to the requirements of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, the registrant has duly caused this report to be signed on its behalf
by the undersigned hereunto duly authorized.

 
Biogen Inc.

By:  /s/ Steven N. Avruch

 
Steven N. Avruch
Chief Corporation Counsel and Assistant Secretary

Date: June 9, 2017
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FOURTH AMENDED AND RESTATED

BYLAWS

OF

BIOGEN INC.

(Adopted as of October 13, 2008; as amended through June 7, 2017)

ARTICLE 1

Offices
 
 1.1 Registered Office

The registered office of the corporation shall be set forth in the certificate of incorporation of the corporation, as may be amended and restated from
time to time (the “Certificate of Incorporation”).

 
 1.2 Other Offices

The corporation may also have offices at such other places, either within or without the State of Delaware, as the Board of Directors (the “Board”) may
from time to time designate or the business of the corporation may require.

ARTICLE 2

Meeting of Stockholders
 
 2.1 Place of Meeting

Meetings of stockholders may be held at such place, either within or without of the State of Delaware, as may be designated by or in the manner
provided in these bylaws, or, if not so designated, as determined by the Board. The Board may, in its sole discretion, determine that a meeting of the
stockholders shall not be held at any place, but may instead be held solely by means of remote communication in the manner authorized by the General
Corporation Law of the State of Delaware (the “DGCL”).

 
 2.2 Annual Meeting

Annual meetings of stockholders shall be held each year at such place, date and time as shall be designated from time to time by the Board and stated in
the notice of the meeting. At each such annual meeting, the stockholders shall elect directors to hold office until the next annual meeting of stockholders after
their election and until their successors are duly elected and qualified or until their earlier resignation, removal from office, death or incapacity. The
stockholders shall also transact such other business as may properly be brought before the meeting.

To be properly brought before the annual meeting, nominations of persons for election to the Board must be made in accordance with the procedures set
forth in Section 3.1 or 3.1A.
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Subject to the last paragraph of this Section 2.2, to be properly brought before the annual meeting, business other than nominations of persons for
election to the Board must be (a) specified in the notice of meeting (or any supplement thereto) given by or at the direction of the Board or the Chairman of
the Board or the Chief Executive Officer, (b) otherwise properly brought before the meeting by or at the direction of the Board (or any committee thereof) or
the Chairman of the Board or the Chief Executive Officer, or (c) otherwise properly brought before the meeting by a stockholder of record of the corporation
at the time of giving of notice of meeting pursuant to Section 2.4 and at the time of the meeting, who is entitled to vote at the meeting and who otherwise
complies with this Section 2.2. For any proposed business to be properly brought before an annual meeting by a stockholder pursuant to clause (c) above of
this paragraph, the proposed business must constitute a proper matter for stockholder action. Any such stockholder may propose business to be brought before
a meeting only if such stockholder has given timely notice to the Secretary of the corporation in proper written form of the stockholder’s intent to propose
such business.

To be timely, the stockholder’s notice must be delivered by a nationally recognized courier service or mailed by first class United States mail, postage
or delivery charges prepaid, or other method of delivery approved by the Board, and received at the principal executive offices of the corporation addressed to
the attention of the Secretary of the corporation not less than ninety (90) days nor more than one hundred twenty (120) days in advance of the first anniversary
of the date of the previous year’s annual meeting of stockholders; provided, however, that in the event that no annual meeting was held in the previous year or
the date of the annual meeting is more than thirty (30) days before or more than sixty (60) days after the first anniversary of the previous year’s annual
meeting of stockholders, notice by the stockholder must be received by the Secretary of the corporation not earlier than the close of business on the one
hundred twentieth (120th) day prior to such annual meeting and not later than the close of business on the later of (x) the ninetieth (90th) day prior to such
annual meeting and (y) the tenth (10th) day following the day on which public announcement of the date of such meeting is first made. For the purposes of
these bylaws, “public announcement” shall mean disclosure in a press release reported by the Dow Jones News Service, Associated Press or a comparable
national news service or in a document publicly filed by the corporation with the Securities and Exchange Commission. In no event shall the public
announcement of an adjournment or postponement of an annual meeting commence a new time period (or extend any time period) for the giving of
stockholder’s notice as described above.

To be in proper form, a stockholder’s notice to the Secretary must set forth as to each matter the stockholder proposes to bring before the annual
meeting (i) a brief description of the business desired to be brought before the annual meeting, the text of the proposal or business (including the text of any
resolutions proposed for consideration and in the event that such business includes a proposal to amend these bylaws, the language of the proposed
amendment), and the reasons for conducting such business at the annual meeting, (ii) the name and record address of the stockholder proposing such business
and the beneficial owner, if any, on whose behalf the proposal is made, (iii) the class, series and number of shares of capital stock of the corporation that are
owned beneficially and of record by the stockholder and such beneficial owner, (iv) any option, warrant, convertible security, stock appreciation right, or
similar right with an exercise or conversion privilege or a settlement payment or mechanism at a price related to any class or series of shares of capital stock
of the corporation or with a value derived in whole or in part from the value of any class or series of shares of capital stock of the corporation, whether or not
such instrument or right shall be subject to settlement in the underlying class or series of capital stock of the corporation or otherwise (a “Derivative
Instrument”) directly or indirectly owned beneficially by such stockholder and any other direct or indirect opportunity to profit or share in any profit derived
from any increase or decrease in the value of shares of the capital stock
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of the corporation, (v) a description of any agreement, arrangement or understanding with respect to the proposal of business between or among such
stockholder and such beneficial owner, any of their respective affiliates or associates, and any others acting in concert with any of the foregoing, (vi) a
description of any material interest of the stockholder and the beneficial owner, if any, on whose behalf the proposal is made, in such business, (vii) a
representation that the stockholder is a holder of record of stock of the corporation entitled to vote at such meeting and intends to appear in person or by proxy
at the meeting to propose such business, (viii) a representation whether the stockholder or the beneficial owner, if any, intends or is part of a group which
intends (a) to deliver a proxy statement and/or form of proxy to holders of at least the percentage of the corporation’s outstanding capital stock required to
approve or adopt the proposal and/or (b) otherwise to solicit proxies from stockholders in support of such proposal and (ix) any other information that is
required to be provided by the stockholder pursuant to Section 14 of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and the rules and regulations promulgated
thereunder as amended from time to time (collectively, the “1934 Act”) in such stockholder’s capacity as a proponent of a stockholder proposal.

A stockholder providing notice of business proposed to be brought before an annual meeting shall further update and supplement such notice, if
necessary, so that the information provided or required to be provided in such notice pursuant to this Section 2.2 shall be true and correct as of the record date
for determining the stockholders entitled to receive notice of the annual meeting and such update or supplement shall be delivered to, and received by, the
Secretary at the principal executive offices of the corporation not later than five (5) business days after the later of (i) the record date for determining the
stockholders entitled to receive notice of the annual meeting and (ii) the date notice of such record date is first publicly disclosed.

Except as otherwise provided by law, if the Chairman of the Board (or such other person presiding at the meeting in accordance with these bylaws)
determines in good faith that business was not properly brought before the meeting in accordance with the provisions of this Section 2.2 (including whether
the stockholder or beneficial owner, if any, on whose behalf the proposal is made solicited (or is part of a group which solicited) or did not so solicit, as the
case may be, proxies in support of such stockholder’s proposal in compliance with such stockholder’s representation as required by clause (viii) above of this
Section 2.2), he or she may so declare to the meeting and any such business shall not be transacted. Notwithstanding the foregoing provisions of this
Section 2.2, unless otherwise required by law, if the stockholder (or a qualified representative of the stockholder) does not appear at the meeting to present
proposed business, such proposed business shall not be transacted, notwithstanding that proxies in respect of such proposed business may have been received
by the corporation. For purposes of this Section 2.2, to be considered a qualified representative of the stockholder, a person must be a duly authorized officer,
manager or partner of such stockholder or must be authorized by a writing executed by such stockholder or an electronic transmission delivered by such
stockholder to act for such stockholder as proxy at the meeting of stockholders and such person must produce such writing or electronic transmission, or a
reliable reproduction of the writing or electronic transmission, at the meeting of stockholders.

Compliance with this Section 2.2 and Sections 3.1 and 3.1A shall be the exclusive means for a stockholder to make nominations for director or submit
other business to stockholders at an annual meeting (other than matters brought properly under and in compliance with Rule 14a-8 or other applicable rules
and regulations under the 1934 Act).
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 2.3 Special Meetings Called by Directors or Officers

Special meetings of the stockholders shall be called for any purpose or purposes, unless otherwise prescribed by statute or by the Certificate of
Incorporation, by the Secretary at the request of the Chairman of the Board, the Chief Executive Officer or by a resolution duly adopted by the affirmative
vote of a majority of the Board. Such request shall state the purpose or purposes of the proposed meeting. Business transacted at any special meeting shall be
limited to matters relating to the purpose or purposes stated in the notice of meeting.

 
 2.3A Special Meetings Called by Stockholders

(a) Special meetings of the stockholders (each a “Stockholder Requested Special Meeting”) shall also be called by the Secretary upon the written
request of a stockholder (or a group of stockholders formed for the purpose of making such request) who or which has Net Long Beneficial Ownership (as
defined below) of 25% or more of the outstanding shares of common stock of the corporation (the “Requisite Percent”) as of the date of submission of the
request, subject to Section 2.3A(b) below. Compliance by the requesting stockholder or group of stockholders with the requirements of this section and
related provisions of these bylaws shall be determined in good faith by the Board, which determination shall be conclusive and binding on the corporation and
the stockholders.

“Net Long Beneficial Ownership” (and its correlative terms), when used to describe the nature of a stockholder’s ownership of common stock of the
corporation, shall mean those shares of common stock of the corporation as to which the stockholder in question possesses (a) the sole power to vote or direct
the voting, (b) the sole economic incidents of ownership (including the sole right to profits and the sole risk of loss), and (c) the sole power to dispose of or
direct the disposition. The number of shares calculated in accordance with clauses (a), (b) and (c) shall not include any shares (i) sold by such stockholder in
any transaction that has not been settled or closed, (ii) borrowed by such stockholder for any purposes or purchased by such stockholder pursuant to an
agreement to resell or (iii) subject to any option, warrant, derivative or other agreement or understanding, whether any such arrangement is to be settled with
shares of common stock of the corporation or with cash based on the notional amount of shares subject thereto, in any such case which has, or is intended to
have, the purpose or effect of (A) reducing in any manner, to any extent or at any time in the future, such stockholder’s rights to vote or direct the voting and
full rights to dispose or direct the disposition of any of such shares or (B) offsetting to any degree gain or loss arising from the sole economic ownership of
such shares by such stockholder.

(b) A request for a Stockholder Requested Special Meeting must be signed by the stockholders (or their duly authorized agents) having Net Long
Beneficial Ownership of the Requisite Percent and be delivered to the Secretary at the principal executive offices of the corporation by a nationally
recognized courier service or mailed by first class United States mail, postage or delivery charges prepaid, or other method of delivery approved by the Board.
Such request shall (i) set forth a statement of the specific purpose or purposes of the meeting and the matters proposed to be acted on at such special meeting,
(ii) bear the date of signature of each such stockholder (or duly authorized agent) signing the request, (iii) as to each stockholder signing such request (or on
whose behalf the request is signed), (A) set forth the name and address, as it appears in the corporation’s stock ledger, (B) set forth the class, if applicable, and
the number of shares of common stock of the corporation as to which such stockholder has Net Long Beneficial Ownership, (C) include evidence of the fact
of such stockholder’s beneficial ownership of such stock consistent with that which is required under Regulation 14A under
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the 1934 Act and (D) include a certification that the stockholder satisfies the Net Long Beneficial Ownership requirement of these bylaws, and (iv) include an
acknowledgment by each stockholder signing such request (or on whose behalf the request is signed) and any duly authorized agent that any disposition of
shares of common stock of the corporation as to which such stockholder has Net Long Beneficial Ownership as of the date of delivery of the special meeting
request and prior to the record date for the proposed meeting requested by such stockholder shall constitute a revocation of such request with respect to such
shares. In addition, the stockholder and any duly authorized agent shall promptly provide any other information reasonably requested by the corporation to
allow it to satisfy its obligations under applicable law. Any requesting stockholder may revoke such stockholder’s request for a special meeting at any time by
written revocation delivered to the Secretary at the principal executive offices of the corporation. If, following such revocation at any time before the date of
the Stockholder Requested Special Meeting, the remaining stockholders signing such request (or on whose behalf the request is signed) have Net Long
Beneficial Ownership in the aggregate of less than the Requisite Percent, the Board, in its sole discretion, may cancel the Stockholder Requested Special
Meeting or the stockholder(s’) proposed business at the meeting.

(c) Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Secretary shall not be required to call a special meeting of stockholders if (i) the Board has called or calls an
annual or special meeting of stockholders to be held not later than sixty (60) days after the date on which a valid request has been delivered to the Secretary
(the “Delivery Date”) where the request contains the same item as any item on the agenda for such annual or special meeting; or (ii) the request (A) is
received by the Secretary during the period commencing one hundred twenty (120) days prior to the first anniversary of the date of the prior year’s annual
meeting and ending on the date of the next annual meeting; (B) contains an identical or substantially similar item (a “Similar Item”) to an item that was
presented at any meeting of stockholders held within thirty (30) days prior to the Delivery Date (and, for purposes of this clause (B) the election of directors
shall be deemed a “Similar Item” with respect to all items of business involving the election or removal of directors), excluding, for purposes of determining
what constitutes a Similar Item, ancillary items that are contained in the request solely to support the primary item(s) of such request; (C) relates to an item of
business that is not a proper subject for action by the stockholders of the corporation under applicable law; or (D) was made in a manner that involved a
violation of applicable law.

(d) Any Stockholder Requested Special Meeting shall be held at such date, time and place within or without the State of Delaware as may be fixed by
the Board; provided, however, that the date of any Stockholder Requested Special Meeting shall be not more than sixty (60) days after the record date for such
meeting (the “Meeting Record Date”), which shall be fixed in accordance with Section 2.11 of these bylaws and if the Board fails to designate, within ten
(10) days after the Delivery Date, the Meeting Record Date, then such Meeting Record Date shall be twenty (20) days after the Delivery Date; provided
further that, if the Board fails to designate, within ten (10) days after the Delivery Date, a date and time for a Stockholder Requested Special Meeting, then
such meeting shall be held at 9:00 a.m. local time on the sixtieth (60th) day after the Meeting Record Date (or, if that day shall not be a business day, then on
the next preceding business day); and provided further that in the event that the Board fails to designate a place for a Stockholder Requested Special Meeting
within ten (10) days after the Delivery Date, then such meeting shall be held at the corporation’s principal executive offices. In fixing a date and time for any
Stockholder Requested Special Meeting, the Board may consider such factors as it deems relevant within the good faith exercise of business judgment,
including, without limitation, the nature of the matters to be considered, the facts and circumstances surrounding any request for meeting and any plan of the
Board to call an annual meeting or a special meeting.
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(e) Business transacted at any Stockholder Requested Special Meeting shall be limited to the purpose(s) stated in the request; provided, however, that
nothing herein shall prohibit the corporation from submitting matters to a vote of the stockholders at any Stockholder Requested Special Meeting.

A stockholder providing notice of business proposed to be brought before a Stockholder Requested Special Meeting shall further update and
supplement such notice, if necessary, so that the information provided or required to be provided in such notice pursuant to this Section 2.3A shall be true and
correct as of the record date for determining the stockholders entitled to receive notice of the special meeting and such update or supplement shall be
delivered to, and received by, the Secretary at the principal executive offices of the corporation not later than five (5) business days after the later of (i) the
record date for determining the stockholders entitled to receive notice of the special meeting and (ii) the date notice of such record date is first publicly
disclosed.

Except as otherwise provided by law, if the Chairman of the Board (or such other person presiding at the Stockholder Requested Special Meeting in
accordance with these bylaws) determines in good faith that business was not properly brought before the Stockholder Requested Special Meeting in
accordance with the provisions of this Section 2.3A (including whether the stockholder or beneficial owner, if any, on whose behalf the proposal is made
solicited (or is part of a group which solicited) or did not so solicit, as the case may be, proxies in support of such stockholder’s proposal in compliance with
such stockholder’s representation as required by clause (viii) above of Section 2.2), he or she may so declare to the meeting and any such business shall not be
transacted. Notwithstanding the foregoing provisions of this Section 2.3A, unless otherwise required by applicable law, if the stockholder (or a qualified
representative of the stockholder) does not appear at the meeting to present proposed business, such proposed business shall not be transacted,
notwithstanding that proxies in respect of such proposed business may have been received by the corporation. For purposes of this provision, to be considered
a qualified representative of the stockholder, a person must be a duly authorized officer, manager or partner of such stockholder or must be authorized by a
writing executed by such stockholder or an electronic transmission delivered by such stockholder to act for such stockholder as proxy at the meeting of
stockholders and such person must produce such writing or electronic transmission, or a reliable reproduction of the writing or electronic transmission, at the
meeting of stockholders.

 
 2.4 Notice of Meetings

Except as otherwise provided by law, written notice of each meeting of stockholders, annual or special, stating the place, if any, date and time of the
meeting, the means of remote communications, if any, by which stockholders and proxy holders may be deemed to be present in person and vote at such
meeting, and, in the case of a special meeting, the purpose or purposes for which such special meeting is called, shall be given to each stockholder entitled to
vote at such meeting not less than ten (10) nor more than sixty (60) days before the date of the meeting.

When a meeting is adjourned to another place, date or time, notice need not be given of the adjourned meeting if the place, date and time thereof are
announced at the meeting at which the adjournment is taken; provided, however, that if the date of any adjourned meeting is more than thirty (30) days after
the date for which the meeting was originally noticed, or if a new record date is fixed for the adjourned meeting, written notice of the place, if any, date, time
and means of remote communications, if any, of the adjourned meeting shall be given in conformity herewith. At any adjourned meeting, any business may
be transacted that might have been transacted at the original meeting.
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 2.5 List of Stockholders

The officer in charge of the stock ledger of the corporation or the transfer agent shall prepare and make, at least ten (10) days before every meeting of
stockholders, a complete list of the stockholders entitled to vote at the meeting, arranged in alphabetical order, and showing the address of each stockholder
and the number of shares registered in the name of each stockholder. Such list shall be open to the examination of any stockholder, for any purpose germane
to the meeting, for a period of at least ten (10) days prior to the meeting, (i) on a reasonably accessible electronic network, provided that the information
required to gain access to such list is provided with the notice of the meeting, or (ii) during ordinary business hours, at the principal place of business of the
corporation. If the meeting is to be held at a place, then the list shall also be produced and kept at the time and place of the meeting during the whole time
thereof, and may be inspected by any stockholder who is present. If the meeting is to be held solely by means of remote communication, then the list shall
also be open to the examination of any stockholder during the whole time of the meeting on a reasonably accessible electronic network, and the information
required to gain access to such list shall be provided with the notice of the meeting.

 
 2.6 Organization and Conduct of Business

The Chairman of the Board or, in his or her absence, the Chief Executive Officer or President of the corporation or, in their absence, such person as the
Board may have designated or, in the absence of such a person, such person as may be chosen by the holders of a majority of the shares entitled to vote who
are present, in person or by proxy, shall call to order any meeting of the stockholders and act as chairman of the meeting. In the absence of the Secretary of
the corporation, the secretary of the meeting shall be such person as the chairman of the meeting appoints.

The chairman of any meeting of stockholders shall determine the order of business and the procedure at the meeting, including such regulation of the
manner of voting and the conduct of discussion as seems to him or her in order.

 
 2.7 Quorum

Except where otherwise provided by law or the Certificate of Incorporation or these bylaws, the holders of a majority of the capital stock of the
corporation issued and outstanding and entitled to vote, present in person or represented in proxy, shall constitute a quorum at all meetings of the
stockholders.

 
 2.8 Adjournments

Any meeting of stockholders may be adjourned from time to time to any other time and to any other place at which a meeting of stockholders may be
held under these bylaws, which time and place shall be announced at the meeting, by either the Chairman of the Board or the holders of a majority of the
shares of capital stock of the corporation present in person or represented by proxy at the meeting and entitled to vote, whether or not a quorum is present,
without notice other than announcement at the meeting. At such adjourned meeting at which a quorum shall be present or represented, any business may be
transacted which might have been transacted at the original meeting. If the adjournment is for more than thirty (30) days, or if after the adjournment a new
record date is fixed for the adjourned meeting, a notice of the adjourned meeting shall be given to each stockholder of record entitled to vote at the meeting.
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 2.9 Voting Rights

Unless otherwise provided in the Certificate of Incorporation, stockholders represented at a meeting of the stockholders shall be entitled to cast one
vote for each share of the capital stock of the corporation entitled to vote thereat having voting power held by such stockholder. For purposes of these bylaws,
“votes cast” do not include abstentions or shares as to which a stockholder gives no authority or discretion, including “broker non-votes.”

 
 2.10 Voting

When a quorum is present at any meeting other than with regard to the election of directors, a majority of the total number of votes of the corporation’s
capital stock having voting power present in person or represented by proxy at the meeting and entitled to vote on such question shall decide any question
brought before such meeting, unless the question is one upon which by express provision of statute or of the Certificate of Incorporation or of these bylaws, a
different vote is required in which case such express provision shall govern and control the decision of such question. With respect to the election of directors,
the voting standard shall be as set forth in Section 3.1 of these bylaws.

 
 2.11 Record Date for Stockholder Notice, Voting, Payment and Written Consent

(a) For purposes of determining the stockholders entitled to notice of, or to vote at, any meeting of stockholders or any adjournment thereof, or entitled
to receive payment of any dividend or other distribution or allotment of any rights, or entitled to exercise any right in respect of any change, conversion or
exchange of shares of capital stock of the corporation or for the purpose of any other lawful action (other than the taking of action by written consent of the
stockholders without a meeting which is governed by Section 2.11(b) below), the Board may fix, in advance, a record date, which shall not be more than sixty
(60) days nor less than ten (10) days before the date of any such meeting nor more than sixty (60) days before any other action to which the record date
relates. A determination of stockholders of record entitled to notice of or to vote at a meeting of stockholders shall apply to any adjournment of the meeting;
provided, however, that the Board may fix a new record date for the adjourned meeting. If the Board does not so fix a record date, then: (i) the record date for
determining stockholders entitled to notice of or to vote at a meeting of stockholders shall be at the close of business on the business day next preceding the
day on which notice is given or, if notice is waived, at the close of business on the business day next preceding the day on which the meeting is held; and
(ii) the record date for determining stockholders for any other purpose shall be at the close of business on the day on which the Board adopts the resolution
relating to such purpose.

(b) For purposes of determining the stockholders entitled to consent to corporate action in writing without a meeting, the Board may fix a record date,
which record date shall not precede the date upon which the resolution fixing the record date is adopted by the Board, and which date shall not be more than
ten (10) days after the date upon which the resolution fixing the record date is adopted by the Board. Any stockholder of record seeking to have the
stockholders authorize or take corporate action by written consent shall, by written notice to the Secretary, request the Board to fix a record date. The Board
shall, within ten (10) days after the date on which such written notice is received, adopt a resolution fixing the record date. If no record date has been fixed by
the Board within ten (10) days after receipt of such written notice, when no prior action by the Board is required by applicable
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law, the record date for determining stockholders entitled to consent to corporate action in writing without a meeting shall be the first date on which a signed
written consent setting forth the action taken or proposed to be taken is delivered to the corporation by delivery to its registered office in the State of
Delaware, its principal place of business or an officer or agent of the corporation having custody of the book in which proceedings of meetings of
stockholders are recorded, to the attention of the Secretary. Delivery shall be by hand or by certified or registered mail, return receipt requested. If no record
date has been fixed by the Board and prior action by the Board is required by applicable law, the record date for determining stockholders entitled to consent
to corporate action in writing without a meeting shall be at the close of business on the day on which the Board adopts the resolution taking such prior action.

 
 2.12 Proxies

Each stockholder entitled to vote at a meeting of stockholders may authorize another person or persons to act for such stockholder by proxy, but no
such proxy shall be voted or acted upon after three (3) years from its date unless the proxy provides for a longer period. Subject to the limitation set forth in
the last clause of the first sentence of this Section 2.12, a duly executed proxy that does not state that it is irrevocable shall continue in full force and effect
unless (i) revoked by the person executing it, before the vote pursuant to that proxy, by a writing delivered to the corporation stating that the proxy is revoked
or by a subsequent proxy executed by, or attendance at the meeting and voting in person by, the person executing the proxy, or (ii) written notice of the death
or incapacity of the maker of that proxy is received by the corporation before the vote pursuant to that proxy is counted.

 
 2.13 Inspectors of Election

The corporation shall, in advance of any meeting of stockholders, appoint one or more inspectors of election to act at the meeting and make a written
report thereof. The corporation may designate one or more persons to act as alternate inspectors to replace any inspector who fails to act. If no inspector or
alternate is able to act at a meeting of stockholders, the person presiding at the meeting shall appoint one or more inspectors to act at the meeting. Each
inspector, before entering upon the discharge of his or her duties, shall take and sign an oath faithfully to execute the duties of inspector with strict
impartiality and according to the best of his or her ability.

 
 2.14 Inspectors of Written Consent

In the event of the delivery, in the manner prescribed by law or in these bylaws, to the corporation of the requisite written consent or consents to take
corporate action or any related revocations thereof, the corporation may designate one or more persons for the purpose of promptly performing a ministerial
review of the validity of such consents and revocations. The corporation may designate one or more persons to act as alternate inspectors to replace any
inspector who fails to act. Each inspector, before discharging his or her duties, shall take and sign an oath faithfully to execute the duties of inspector with
strict impartiality and according to the best of his or her ability. For the purpose of permitting the inspectors to perform such review, no action by written
consent without a meeting shall be effective until such date as the independent inspectors certify to the corporation that the consents delivered to the
corporation in accordance with applicable law and these bylaws represent at least the minimum number of votes that would be necessary to take the corporate
action. Nothing contained in this Section 2.14 shall affect the right of the Board or any stockholder to contest the validity of any consent or revocation thereof,
whether before or after such certification by the independent inspectors, or to take any other action (including, without limitation, the commencement,
prosecution or defense of any litigation with respect thereto, and the seeking of injunctive relief in such litigation).
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ARTICLE 3

Directors
 
 3.1 Number, Election, Tenure and Qualifications

The number of directors that constitute the entire Board shall be fixed from time to time by resolution adopted by a majority of the entire Board.

Except as otherwise provided in Section 3.2 below or at a special meeting of stockholders held for the purpose of electing directors, directors shall be
elected at each annual meeting of stockholders and each director elected shall hold office until the next annual meeting of stockholders and until such
director’s successor is duly elected and qualified, or until such director’s earlier resignation, removal from office, death or incapacity. Except in a contested
election, the vote required for the election of a director by the stockholders shall be a majority of the votes cast in favor of the nominee. In a contested
election, a director shall be elected by a plurality of the votes so cast in favor of the nominee. A contested election shall be one in which there are more
nominees than positions on the Board to be filled at the meeting as of the fifth (5th) day prior to the date on which the corporation files its definitive proxy
statement with the Securities and Exchange Commission. Any subsequent amendment or supplement of the definitive proxy statement shall not affect the
status of the election.

Subject to the last paragraph of this Section 3.1, and subject to the rights of holders of any class or series of preferred stock of the corporation, if any, to
nominate and elect a specified number of directors in certain circumstances, nominations of persons for election to the Board may be made (a) by or at the
direction of the Board, (b) by any stockholder of the corporation (A) who was a stockholder of record at the time of giving of notice of meeting pursuant to
Section 2.4 and at the time of the meeting, (B) who is entitled to vote for the election of directors at the applicable meeting, and (C) who complies with the
notice procedures set forth in this Section 3.1 or (c) by any person who meets the requirements of and complies with the procedures set forth in Section 3.1A.
Such nominations, other than those made by or at the direction of the Board or pursuant to Section 3.1A, shall be made pursuant to timely notice in proper
written form to the Secretary of the corporation.

To be timely, a stockholder’s notice shall be delivered by a nationally recognized courier service or mailed by first class United States mail, postage or
delivery charges prepaid, or other method of delivery approved by the Board, and received at the principal executive offices of the corporation addressed to
the attention of the Secretary of the corporation in the case of an annual meeting not less than ninety (90) days nor more than one hundred twenty (120) days
in advance of the first anniversary of the date of the previous year’s annual meeting of stockholders; provided, however, that in the event that no annual
meeting was held in the previous year or the date of the annual meeting is more than thirty (30) days before or more than sixty (60) days after the first
anniversary of the previous year’s annual meeting of stockholders, notice by the stockholder must be received by the Secretary of the corporation not earlier
than the close of business on the one hundred twentieth (120th) day prior to such annual meeting and not later than the close of business on the later of (x) the
ninetieth (90th) day prior to such annual meeting and (y) the tenth (10th) day following the day on which public announcement of the date of such meeting is
first made. In no event shall the public announcement of an adjournment or postponement of an annual meeting commence a new time period (or extend any
time period) for the giving of a stockholder’s notice as described above.
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To be in proper form, a stockholder’s notice to the Secretary must set forth (a) as to each person whom the stockholder proposes to nominate for
election or reelection as a director, (i) the name, age, business address and residence address of the person, (ii) the principal occupation or employment of the
person, (iii) the class, series and number of shares of capital stock of the corporation that are owned beneficially and of record by the person, (iv) a statement
as to the person’s citizenship, (v) the completed and signed representation and agreement described below, (vi) any other information relating to the person
that is required to be disclosed in solicitations for proxies for election of directors pursuant to Section 14 of the 1934 Act, and (vii) such person’s written
consent to being named in the proxy statement as a nominee and to serving as a director if elected, and (b) as to the stockholder giving the notice and the
beneficial owner, if any, on whose behalf the nomination is made, (i) the name and record address of the stockholder and of such beneficial owner, if any,
(ii) the class, series and number of shares of capital stock of the corporation that are owned beneficially and of record by the stockholder and such beneficial
owner, (iii) any Derivative Instrument directly or indirectly owned beneficially by such stockholder and any other direct or indirect opportunity to profit or
share in any profit derived from any increase or decrease in the value of shares of the capital stock of the corporation, (iv) a description of any agreement,
arrangement or understanding with respect to the nomination between or among such stockholder and such beneficial owner, any of their respective affiliates
or associates, and any others acting in concert with any of the foregoing, (v) a representation that the stockholder is a holder of record of stock of the
corporation entitled to vote at such meeting and intends to appear in person or by proxy at the meeting to propose such nomination, and (vi) a representation
whether the stockholder or the beneficial owner, if any, (a “Stockholder’s Representation”) intends or is part of a group which intends (A) to deliver a proxy
statement and/or form of proxy to holders of at least the percentage of the corporation’s outstanding shares of capital stock required to elect the nominee
and/or (B) otherwise to solicit proxies from stockholders in support of such nomination. The corporation may require any proposed nominee to furnish such
other information as may reasonably be required by the corporation to determine the eligibility of such proposed nominee to serve as director of the
corporation.

To be eligible to be a nominee for election or reelection as a director of the corporation, a person must deliver (in accordance with the time periods
prescribed for delivery of notice under this Section 3.1) to the Secretary of the corporation at the principal executive offices of the corporation a written
representation and agreement that such person (i) is not and will not become a party to (A) any agreement, arrangement or understanding (whether written or
oral) with, and has not given any commitment or assurance to, any person or entity as to how such person, if elected as a director of the corporation, will act
or vote on any issue or question (a “Voting Commitment”) that has not been disclosed to the corporation or (B) any Voting Commitment that could limit or
interfere with such person’s ability to comply, if elected as a director of the corporation, with such person’s fiduciary duties under applicable law, (ii) is not
and has not agreed to become, a party to any agreement, arrangement or understanding (whether written or oral) with any person or entity other than the
corporation with respect to any direct or indirect compensation, reimbursement or indemnification in connection with service or action as a director that has
not been disclosed in such written representation and agreement and agrees to promptly disclose to the Board any such agreement, arrangement or
understanding (whether written or oral) with any person or entity other than the corporation with respect to any direct or indirect compensation,
reimbursement or indemnification in connection with service or action as a director that such person becomes a party to at any time after the
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delivery of such written representation and agreement, and (iii) in such person’s individual capacity and on behalf of any person or entity on whose behalf the
nomination is being made, would be in compliance, if elected as a director of the corporation, and will comply with, applicable law and all applicable rules of
the securities exchanges upon which the securities of the corporation are listed and publicly disclosed corporate governance, conflict of interest,
confidentiality and stock ownership and trading policies and guidelines of the corporation. At the request of the corporation, each nominee for election as a
director of the corporation must submit to the Secretary of the corporation all completed and signed questionnaires required of directors and officers. With
respect to any nominee for election as a director of the corporation, such nominee shall agree to the conditional resignation policy as set forth in Section 3.16
of these bylaws.

Notwithstanding anything in the fourth paragraph of this Section 3.1 to the contrary, in the event that the number of directors to be elected to the Board
is increased effective at the annual meeting and there is no public announcement by the corporation naming the nominees for the additional directorships at
least one hundred twenty (120) days prior to the first anniversary of the date of the previous year’s annual meeting of stockholders, a stockholder’s notice
required by this Section 3.1 shall also be considered timely, but only with respect to nominees for the additional directorships, if it shall be received by the
Secretary at the principal executive offices of the corporation not later than the close of business on the tenth (10th) day following the day on which such
public announcement is first made by the corporation.

Nominations of persons for election to the Board may be made at a special meeting of stockholders at which directors are to be elected pursuant to the
corporation’s notice of meeting (1) by or at the direction of the Board or any committee thereof or (2) provided that the Board has determined that directors
shall be elected at such meeting, by any stockholder of the corporation who is a stockholder of record at the time of giving of notice of meeting pursuant to
Section 2.4 and at the time of the meeting, who is entitled to vote at the meeting and upon such election and who complies with the notice procedures set forth
in this Section 3.1. In the event the corporation calls a special meeting of stockholders for the purpose of electing one or more directors to the Board, any such
stockholder entitled to vote in such election of directors may nominate a person or persons (as the case may be) for election to such position(s) as specified in
the corporation’s notice of meeting, if the stockholder’s notice required by the third paragraph of this Section 3.1 shall be received by the Secretary at the
principal executive offices of the corporation not earlier than the close of business on the one hundred twentieth (120th) day prior to such special meeting and
not later than the close of business on the later of the ninetieth (90th) day prior to such special meeting or the tenth (10th) day following the day on which
public announcement is first made of the date of the special meeting and of the nominees proposed by the Board to be elected at such meeting. In no event
shall the public announcement of an adjournment or postponement of a special meeting commence a new time period (or extend any time period) for the
giving of a stockholder’s notice as described above. Nominations pursuant to Section 3.1A of these bylaws may not be made in connection with a special
meeting of stockholders.

A stockholder providing notice of any nomination proposed to be made at an annual meeting or special meeting of stockholders shall further update and
supplement such notice, if necessary, so that the information provided or required to be provided in such notice pursuant to this Section 3.1 shall be true and
correct as of the record date for determining the stockholders entitled to receive notice of the annual meeting or special meeting and such update or
supplement shall be delivered to, and received by, the Secretary at the principal executive offices of the corporation not later than five (5) business days after
the later of (i) the record date for determining the stockholders entitled to receive notice of the annual meeting or special meeting and (ii) the date notice of
such record date is first publicly disclosed.
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In connection with any annual meeting of the stockholders (or, if and as applicable, any special meeting of the stockholders), if the Chairman of the
Board (or such other person presiding at such meeting in accordance with these bylaws) determines in good faith that a nomination was not made in
accordance with the foregoing procedure (including whether the stockholder or beneficial owner, if any, on whose behalf the nomination is made solicited (or
is part of a group which solicited) or did not so solicit, as the case may be, proxies in support of such stockholder’s nominee in compliance with such
Stockholder’s Representation as required by this Section 3.1), he or she shall so declare to the meeting and the defective nomination shall be disregarded by
the Board. Notwithstanding the foregoing provisions of this Section 3.1, unless otherwise required by law, if the stockholder (or a qualified representative of
the stockholder) does not appear at the annual or special meeting of stockholders of the corporation to present a nomination, such nomination shall be
disregarded, notwithstanding that proxies in respect of such vote may have been received by the corporation. For purposes of this Section 3.1, to be
considered a qualified representative of the stockholder, a person must be a duly authorized officer, manager or partner of such stockholder or must be
authorized by a writing executed by such stockholder or an electronic transmission delivered by such stockholder to act for such stockholder as proxy at the
meeting of stockholders and such person must produce such writing or electronic transmission, or a reliable reproduction of the writing or electronic
transmission, at the meeting of stockholders.

Compliance with Section 2.2 and this Section 3.1 shall be the exclusive means for a stockholder to make nominations for director or submit other
business to the stockholders at an annual meeting (other than matters brought properly under and in compliance with Section 3.1A or Rule 14a-8 or other
applicable rules and regulations under the 1934 Act).

 
 3.1A Proxy Access for Director Nominations.

(a) Proxy Access. Whenever the Board solicits proxies with respect to the election of directors at an annual meeting of stockholders, subject to the
provisions of this Section 3.1A, the corporation shall include in its proxy statement for such annual meeting, in addition to any persons nominated for election
by the Board, the name, together with the Required Information (as defined below), of any person nominated for election (the “Stockholder Nominee”) to
the Board by any stockholder or group of no more than twenty (20) stockholders (provided that a group of funds under common management and investment
control shall be treated as one stockholder) that satisfies the requirements of this Section 3.1A (such stockholder or stockholders, and any person on whose
behalf they are acting, the “Eligible Stockholder”), and who expressly elects at the time of providing the notice required by this Section 3.1A (the “Notice of
Proxy Access Nomination”) to have its nominee included in the corporation’s proxy materials (including the proxy card) pursuant to this Section 3.1A. For
purposes of this Section 3.1A, the “Required Information” that the corporation will include in its proxy statement shall be the information provided to the
Secretary of the corporation concerning each Stockholder Nominee and Eligible Stockholder that is required to be disclosed in the corporation’s proxy
statement pursuant to Section 14 of the 1934 Act, and if the Eligible Stockholder so elects, a written statement, not to exceed 500 words, in support of the
Stockholder Nominee(s)’ candidacy (the “Statement”). Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in this Section 3.1A, the corporation may omit
from its proxy materials any information or Statement (or portion thereof) that it, in good faith, believes would violate any applicable law or regulation.
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(b) Timeliness of Notice. To be timely, the Notice of Proxy Access Nomination must be delivered to, or received by, the Secretary of the corporation no
earlier than one hundred fifty (150) days and no later than one hundred twenty (120) days before the anniversary of the date that the corporation filed its
proxy statement for the previous year’s annual meeting of stockholders; provided, however, that if the date of the annual meeting of stockholders is called for
more than thirty (30) days earlier or later than the anniversary date of the most recent annual meeting of stockholders, then not later than the close of business
on the earlier of (i) the tenth (10th) day after public announcement of the meeting date, or (ii) the sixtieth (60th) day prior to the date the corporation files its
proxy statement in connection with the annual meeting of stockholders. In no event shall the public announcement of an adjournment or postponement of an
annual meeting of stockholders commence a new time period (or extend any time period) for the giving of a stockholder’s notice as described above.

(c) Maximum Number of Stockholder Nominees.

(i) Maximum Number of Stockholder Nominees. The maximum number of Stockholder Nominees nominated by all Eligible Stockholders that
will be included in the corporation’s proxy materials with respect to an annual meeting of stockholders shall not exceed 25% of the number of directors
in office as of the last day on which a Notice of Proxy Access Nomination may be delivered pursuant to and in accordance with this Section 3.1A (the
“Final Proxy Access Nomination Date”), or if such amount is not a whole number, the closest whole number below 25%, but not less than one. In the
event that one or more vacancies for any reason occurs on the Board after the Final Proxy Access Nomination Date but before the date of the annual
meeting and the Board resolves to reduce the size of the Board in connection therewith, the maximum number of Stockholder Nominees included in the
corporation’s proxy materials shall be calculated based on the number of directors in office as so reduced.

(ii) Persons Considered in Calculation of Maximum Number of Stockholder Nominees. The following persons shall be considered Stockholder
Nominees for purposes of determining when the maximum number of Stockholder Nominees provided for in this Section 3.1A has been reached:
(1) any Stockholder Nominee whom the Board decides to nominate as a Board nominee, (2) with respect to any stockholder meeting, any individual
with respect to whom the corporation receives notice pursuant to Section 3.1 of these bylaws that a stockholder intends to nominate for election at such
meeting, (3) any Stockholder Nominee who is subsequently withdrawn and (4) any director who had been a Stockholder Nominee at any of the
preceding three annual meetings and whose reelection at the upcoming annual meeting is being recommended by the Board.

(iii) Ranking Stockholder Nominees. Any Eligible Stockholder submitting more than one Stockholder Nominee for inclusion in the corporation’s
proxy materials pursuant to this Section 3.1A shall rank such Stockholder Nominees based on the order that the Eligible Stockholder desires such
Stockholder Nominees to be selected for inclusion in the corporation’s proxy statement. In the event that the number of Stockholder Nominees
submitted by Eligible Stockholders pursuant to this Section 3.1A exceeds the maximum number of nominees provided for in this Section 3.1A, the
highest ranking Stockholder Nominee who meets the requirements of this Section 3.1A from each Eligible Stockholder will be selected for inclusion in
the corporation’s proxy materials until the maximum number is reached, whereby Eligible Stockholders disclosing the largest ownership of shares of
common stock of the corporation in their respective Notice of Proxy Access Nomination submitted to the corporation receive priority based on the
number of shares of common stock each Eligible
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Stockholder so disclosed as owned. If the maximum number is not reached after the highest ranking Stockholder Nominee who meets the requirements
of this Section 3.1A from each Eligible Stockholder has been selected, this process will continue as many times as necessary, following the same order
each time, until the maximum number is reached.

(d) Ownership. For purposes of this Section 3.1A, an Eligible Stockholder shall be deemed to “own” only those outstanding shares of common stock of
the corporation as to which the stockholder possesses Net Long Beneficial Ownership, as computed pursuant to the second paragraph of Section 2.3A(a) of
these bylaws.

(e) Required Ownership Percentage; Minimum Holding Period. In order to make a nomination pursuant to this Section 3.1A, an Eligible Stockholder
must have owned the Required Ownership Percentage (as defined below) of the corporation’s outstanding common stock (the “Required Shares”)
continuously for the Minimum Holding Period (as defined below) as of both the date the Notice of Proxy Access Nomination is received by the Secretary of
the corporation in accordance with this Section 3.1A and the record date for determining the stockholders entitled to vote at the annual meeting and must
continue to own the Required Shares through the meeting date. For purposes of this Section 3.1A, the “Required Ownership Percentage” is 3% or more,
and the “Minimum Holding Period” is 3 years.

(f) Information to be Provided.

(i) Information to be Provided by Eligible Stockholder. Within the time period specified in this Section 3.1A for delivering the Notice of Proxy
Access Nomination, an Eligible Stockholder must provide the following information in writing to the Secretary of the corporation:

(A) one or more written statements from the record holder of the shares (and from each intermediary through which the shares are or have been
held during the Minimum Holding Period) verifying that, as of a date within seven calendar days prior to the date the Notice of Proxy Access
Nomination is delivered to, and received by, the Secretary of the corporation, the Eligible Stockholder owns, and has owned continuously for the
Minimum Holding Period, the Required Shares, and the Eligible Stockholder’s agreement to provide, within five (5) business days after the record date
for the annual meeting, written statements from the record holder and intermediaries verifying the Eligible Stockholder’s continuous ownership of the
Required Shares through the record date;

(B) a copy of the Schedule 14N that has been filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission as required by Rule 14a-18 under the 1934 Act;

(C) the information, representations and agreements that are the same as those that would be required to be set forth in a stockholder’s notice of
nomination pursuant to Section 3.1 of these bylaws;

(D) the consent of each Stockholder Nominee to being named in the proxy statement as a nominee and to serving as a director if elected;

(E) a representation that the Eligible Stockholder (1) presently intends to maintain qualifying ownership of the Required Shares through the date
of the annual meeting, (2) has not engaged and will not engage in, and has not and will not be a “participant” in another person’s, “solicitation” within
the meaning of Rule 14a-1(l) under the 1934 Act in support of the election of any individual as a director at the annual meeting other than its
Stockholder Nominee(s) or a nominee of the Board, and (3) agrees to comply with all applicable laws and regulations applicable to the use, if any, of
soliciting material;
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(F) a representation as to the Eligible Stockholder’s intentions with respect to maintaining qualifying ownership of the Required Shares for at
least one year following the annual meeting;

(G) an undertaking that the Eligible Stockholder agrees to (1) assume all liability stemming from any legal or regulatory violation arising out of
the Eligible Stockholder’s communications with the stockholders of the corporation or out of the information that the Eligible Stockholder provided to
the corporation and (2) indemnify and hold harmless the corporation and each of its directors, officers and employees individually against any liability,
loss or damages in connection with any threatened or pending action, suit or proceeding, whether legal, administrative or investigative, against the
corporation or any of its directors, officers or employees arising out of any nomination submitted by the Eligible Stockholder pursuant to this
Section 3.1A.

(ii) Information to be Provided by Stockholder Nominee. Within the time period specified in this Section 3.1A for delivering the Notice of Proxy
Access Nomination, each Stockholder Nominee must deliver to the Secretary of the corporation the representations, agreements and other information
required by the sixth paragraph of Section 3.1 of these bylaws.

(g) Notice of Defect. In the event that any information or communications provided by the Eligible Stockholder or the Stockholder Nominee to the
corporation or its stockholders ceases to be true and correct in all material respects or omits a material fact necessary to make the statements made, in light of
the circumstances under which they were made, not misleading, each Eligible Stockholder or Stockholder Nominee, as the case may be, shall promptly notify
the Secretary of the corporation of any defect in such previously provided information and of the information that is required to correct any such defect.

(h) Exclusions. The corporation shall not be required to include in its proxy materials for any meeting of stockholders, pursuant to this Section 3.1A, a
Stockholder Nominee (i) for which the Secretary of the corporation receives a notice that a stockholder has nominated such Stockholder Nominee for election
to the Board pursuant to the advance notice requirements for Stockholder Nominees for director set forth in Section 3.1 of these bylaws, (ii) whose election as
a member of the Board would cause the corporation to be in violation of the rules and listing standards of the principal securities exchanges upon which the
shares of common stock of the corporation are traded, or any applicable state or federal law, rule or regulation, (iii) who is an officer or director of a
competitor, as defined in Section 8 of the Clayton Antitrust Act of 1914, (iv) who is a named subject of a pending criminal proceeding (excluding traffic
violations and other minor offenses) or has been convicted in such a criminal proceeding within the past ten (10) years, (v) if such Stockholder Nominee or
the applicable Eligible Stockholder shall have provided information to the corporation in respect to such nomination that was untrue in any material respect or
omitted to state a material fact necessary in order to make the statements made, in light of the circumstances under which they were made, not misleading, as
determined by the Board or any committee thereof, or (vi) the Eligible Stockholder or applicable Stockholder Nominee fails to comply with its obligations
pursuant to this Section 3.1A in all material respects.
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(i) Invalidity. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary set forth herein, the Board or the chairman of the meeting of stockholders shall declare a
nomination by an Eligible Stockholder to be invalid, and such nomination shall be disregarded notwithstanding that proxies in respect of such vote may have
been received by the corporation, if (i) the Stockholder Nominee(s) and/or the applicable Eligible Stockholder shall have breached its or their obligations
under this Section 3.1A, as determined by the Board or the chairman of the meeting or (ii) the Eligible Stockholder (or a qualified representative thereof) does
not appear at the meeting of stockholders to present any nomination pursuant to this Section 3.1A.

(j) Group Membership. No person may be a member of more than one group of persons constituting an Eligible Stockholder under this Section 3.1A.

(k) Restrictions on Successive Nominations. Any Stockholder Nominee who is included in the corporation’s proxy materials for a particular annual
meeting of stockholders but either (i) withdraws from or becomes ineligible or unavailable for election at the annual meeting, or (ii) does not receive at least
25% of the votes cast in favor of such Stockholder Nominee’s election, will be ineligible to be a Stockholder Nominee pursuant to this Section 3.1A for the
next two annual meetings. For the avoidance of doubt, this Section 3.1A(k) shall not prevent any stockholder from nominating any person to the Board
pursuant to and in accordance with Section 3.1 of these bylaws.

 
 3.2 Enlargement and Vacancies

The number of members of the Board may be increased at any time as provided in Section 3.1 above. Sole power to fill vacancies and newly created
directorships resulting from any increase in the authorized number of directors shall be vested in the Board, and any directors so elected shall hold office until
the next annual meeting of stockholders after their election and until their successors are duly elected and qualified or until their earlier resignation, removal
from office, death or incapacity; provided, however, that either the Board or the stockholders may fill any vacancy resulting from stockholder removal of a
director. If there are no directors in office, then an election of directors may be held in the manner provided by statute. In the event of one or more vacancies
in the Board, the remaining directors, except as otherwise provided by law or these bylaws, may exercise the powers of the full Board until the vacancies are
filled.

 
 3.3 Resignation and Removal

Any director may resign at any time upon written notice to the corporation at its principal place of business or to the Chief Executive Officer or the
Secretary. Such resignation shall be effective upon receipt of such notice unless the notice specifies such resignation to be effective at some other time or
upon the happening of some other event. Any director or the entire Board may be removed, with or without cause, by the holders of a majority of the shares
then entitled to vote at an election of directors, unless otherwise specified in the Certificate of Incorporation.

 
 3.4 Powers

The business of the corporation shall be managed by or under the direction of the Board, which may exercise all such powers of the corporation and do
all such lawful acts and things as are not by statute or by the Certificate of Incorporation or by these bylaws directed or required to be exercised or done by
the stockholders.
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 3.5 Place of Meetings

The Board may hold meetings, both regular and special, either within or without the State of Delaware.

 
 3.6 Organizational Meetings

There shall be an organizational meeting of the Board each year for the purposes of organization, the appointment of officers and the transaction of
other business. Organizational meetings shall be held at such time and place as may be determined from time to time by the Board.

 
 3.7 Regular Meetings

Regular meetings of the Board may be held without notice at such time and place as may be determined from time to time by the Board; provided that
any director who is absent when such a determination is made shall be given prompt notice of such determination.

 
 3.8 Special Meetings

Special meetings of the Board may be called by the Chairman of the Board, the Lead Director (if any), the Chief Executive Officer or the President, or
by the Secretary on the written request of two or more directors, or by one director in the event that there is only one director in office. Notice of the time and
place, if any, of special meetings shall be delivered personally or by telephone to each director, or sent by first-class mail or commercial delivery service, or
by electronic mail or other electronic means, charges prepaid, to such director’s business or home address as they appear upon the records of the corporation.
In case such notice is mailed, at least two (2) days’ notice shall be provided to each director prior to the time of holding of the meeting. In case such notice is
delivered personally or by telephone or by commercial delivery service, or electronic mail or other electronic means, at least twenty-four (24) hours’ notice
shall be provided to each director prior to the time of the holding of the meeting. A notice or waiver of notice of a meeting of the Board need not specify the
purposes of the meeting.

 
 3.9 Quorum, Action at Meeting, Adjournments

At all meetings of the Board, a majority of directors then in office, but in no event less than one-third (1/3) of the entire Board, shall constitute a
quorum for the transaction of business and the act of a majority of the directors present at any meeting at which there is a quorum shall be the act of the
Board, except as may be otherwise specifically provided by law or by the Certificate of Incorporation. For purposes of this Section 3.9, the term “entire
Board” shall mean the number of directors last fixed by directors in accordance with these bylaws. If a quorum shall not be present at any meeting of the
Board, a majority of the directors present thereat may adjourn the meeting from time to time, without notice other than announcement at the meeting, until a
quorum shall be present.

 
 3.10 Action Without Meeting

Unless otherwise restricted by the Certificate of Incorporation or these bylaws, any action required or permitted to be taken at any meeting of the Board
or of any committee thereof may be taken without a meeting, if all members of the Board or committee, as the case may be, consent thereto in writing or by
electronic transmission, and the writings or electronic transmissions are filed with the minutes of proceedings of the Board or committee.
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 3.11 Telephone Meetings

Unless otherwise restricted by the Certificate of Incorporation or these bylaws, any member of the Board or any committee thereof may participate in a
meeting of the Board or of any committee, as the case may be, by means of conference telephone or by any form of communications equipment by means of
which all persons participating in the meeting can hear each other, and such participation in a meeting shall constitute presence in person at the meeting.

 
 3.12 Committees

The Board may, by resolution, designate one or more committees, each committee to consist of one or more of the directors of the corporation. The
Board may designate one or more directors as alternate members of any committee, who may replace any absent or disqualified member at any meeting of the
committee. In the absence or disqualification of a member of a committee, the member or members present at any meeting and not disqualified from voting,
whether or not the member or members present constitute a quorum, may unanimously appoint another member of the Board to act at the meeting in the place
of any such absent or disqualified member. Any such committee, to the extent provided in the resolution of the Board, shall have and may exercise all the
powers and authority of the Board in the management of the business and affairs of the corporation, and may authorize the seal of the corporation to be
affixed to all papers which may require it; but no such committee shall have the power or authority in reference to (i) approving or adopting, or
recommending to the stockholders, any action or matter expressly required by the DGCL to be submitted to stockholders for approval or (ii) adopting,
amending or repealing any of these bylaws. Any such committee shall have such name as may be determined from time to time by resolution adopted by the
Board. Each committee shall keep regular minutes of its meetings and make such reports to the Board as the Board may request. Except as the Board may
otherwise determine, any committee may make rules for the conduct of its business, but unless otherwise provided by the directors or in such rules, its
business shall be conducted as nearly as possible in the same manner as is provided in these bylaws for the conduct of its business by the Board.

 
 3.13 Fees and Compensation of Directors

Unless otherwise restricted by the Certificate of Incorporation or these bylaws, the Board shall have the authority to fix the compensation of directors.
The directors may be paid their expenses, if any, of attendance at each meeting of the Board and may be paid a fixed sum for attendance at each meeting of
the Board or a stated salary as director, or such other compensation as may be determined by the Board. No such payment shall preclude any director from
serving the corporation in any other capacity and receiving compensation therefor. Members of special or standing committees may be allowed like
compensation for attending committee meetings.

 
 3.14 Rights of Inspection

Any director shall have the right to examine the corporation’s stock ledger, a list of its stockholders and its other books and records.

 
 3.15 Lead Director

The Board may designate a Lead Director from among its members from time to time, who shall be an independent director, with such duties and
authority as determined by the Board.
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 3.16 Conditional Resignation

The Board shall not nominate for election as director any candidate who has not agreed to tender, promptly following the annual meeting at which he or
she is elected as director, an irrevocable resignation that will be effective upon (a) the failure to receive the required number of votes for reelection at the next
annual meeting of stockholders at which he or she faces reelection, and (b) acceptance of such resignation by the Board. In addition, the Board shall not fill a
director vacancy or newly created directorship with any candidate who has not agreed to tender, promptly following his or her appointment to the Board, the
same form of resignation.

If an incumbent director fails to receive the number of votes required for reelection, the Board (excluding the director in question) shall, within ninety
(90) days after certification of the election results, decide whether to accept the director’s resignation, taking into account such factors as it deems relevant.
Such factors may include, without limitation, the stated reason or reasons why stockholders voted against such director’s reelection, the qualifications of the
director (including, for example, whether the director is an “audit committee financial expert”), and whether accepting the resignation would cause the
corporation to fail to meet any applicable listing standards or would violate state law. The Board shall promptly disclose its decision and, if applicable, the
reasons for rejecting the resignation in a filing with the Securities and Exchange Commission.

ARTICLE 4

Officers
 
 4.1 Officers Designated
 

The officers of the corporation shall be chosen by the Board and shall include a Chief Executive Officer, a Secretary and a Chief Financial Officer or
Treasurer. The Board may elect from among its members a Chairman of the Board and a Vice Chairman of the Board. The Board may also choose a
President, one or more Vice Presidents, one or more assistant Secretaries or assistant Treasurers and such other officers as the Board deems appropriate from
time to time. Any number of offices may be held by the same person, unless the Certificate of Incorporation or these bylaws otherwise provide.

 
 4.2 Appointment

The Board at its organizational meeting shall choose a Chief Executive Officer, a Secretary and a Chief Financial Officer or Treasurer. Other officers
may be appointed by the Board at such meeting, at any other meeting, or by written consent, or in such other manner as is determined by the Board.

 
 4.3 Tenure

Each officer of the corporation shall hold office until such officer’s successor is appointed and qualified, unless a different term is specified in the vote
choosing or appointing such officer, or until such officer’s earlier death, resignation, removal or incapacity. Any officer may be removed with or without
cause at any time by the Board. Any vacancy occurring in any office of the corporation may be filled by the Board, at its discretion. Any officer may resign
by delivering such officer’s written resignation to the corporation at its principal place of business or to the Chief Executive Officer or the Secretary. Such
resignation shall be effective upon receipt unless it is specified to be effective at some other time or upon the happening of some other event.
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 4.4 Chairman and Vice Chairman

The Chairman of the Board, if any, shall preside at all meetings of the Board and of the stockholders at which he or she shall be present. The Chairman
of the Board shall have and may exercise such powers as are, from time to time, assigned to him or her by the Board and as may be provided by law. In the
absence of the Chairman of the Board, the Vice Chairman of the Board, if any, shall preside at all meetings of the Board and of the stockholders at which he
or she shall be present. The Vice Chairman of the Board shall have and may exercise such powers as are, from time to time, assigned to him or her by the
Board and as may be provided by law.

 
 4.5 The Chief Executive Officer

Subject to such supervisory powers, if any, as may be given by the Board to the Chairman of the Board, the Chief Executive Officer (who may also be
designated by the title of “President” unless a separate President shall be appointed) shall preside at all meetings of the stockholders and the Board in the
absence of the Chairman of the Board or if there be none, shall have general and active management of the business of the corporation and shall see that all
orders and resolutions of the Board are carried into effect. He or she shall execute bonds, mortgages and other contracts requiring a seal, under the seal of the
corporation, except where required or permitted by law to be otherwise signed and executed and except to the extent that the other officers of the corporation
may sign and execute documents when so authorized by these bylaws, the Board or the Chief Executive Officer.

 
 4.6 The President

The President, if any, shall, in the event there be no Chief Executive Officer or in the absence of the Chief Executive Officer or in the event of his or her
disability or refusal to act, perform the duties of the Chief Executive Officer, and when so acting, shall have the powers of and be subject to all the restrictions
upon the Chief Executive Officer. The President shall perform such other duties and have such other powers as may from time to time be prescribed for such
person by the Board, the Chairman of the Board, the Chief Executive Officer or these bylaws.

 
 4.7 The Vice President

The Vice President (or in the event there be more than one, the Vice Presidents in the order designated by the directors, or in the absence of any
designation, in the order of their appointment), shall, in the absence of the President or in the event of his or her disability or refusal to act, perform the duties
of the President, and when so acting, shall have the powers of and be subject to all the restrictions upon the President. The Vice President(s) shall perform
such other duties and have such other powers as may from time to time be prescribed for them by the Board, the Chairman of the Board, the Chief Executive
Officer, the President or these bylaws.

 
 4.8 The Secretary

The Secretary shall attend all meetings of the Board and the stockholders and record all votes and the proceedings of the meetings in a book to be kept
for that purpose and shall perform like duties for the standing committees of the Board, when required. The Secretary shall give, or cause to be given, notice
of all meetings of stockholders and special meetings of the Board, and shall perform such other duties as may from time to time be prescribed by the Board,
the Chairman of the Board, the Chief Executive Officer, the President or these bylaws. The Secretary shall have custody of the seal of the corporation, and the
Secretary, or an Assistant Secretary, shall have authority to affix the same to
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any instrument requiring it, and, when so affixed, the seal may be attested by his or her signature or by the signature of such Assistant Secretary. The Board
may give general authority to any other officer to affix the seal of the corporation and to attest the affixing thereof by his or her signature. The Secretary shall
keep, or cause to be kept, at the principal executive office or at the office of the corporation’s transfer agent or registrar, as determined by resolution of the
Board, a share register, or a duplicate share register, showing the names of all stockholders and their addresses, the number and classes of shares held by each,
the number and date of certificates, if any, issued for the same and the number and date of cancellation of every certificate surrendered for cancellation.

 
 4.9 The Assistant Secretary

The Assistant Secretary, or if there be more than one, any Assistant Secretaries in the order designated by the Board (or in the absence of any
designation, in the order of their appointment) shall assist the Secretary in the performance of his or her duties and, in the absence of the Secretary or in the
event of his or her inability or refusal to act, perform the duties and exercise the powers of the Secretary and shall perform such other duties and have such
other powers as may from time to time be prescribed by the Board, the Chairman of the Board, the Chief Executive Officer, the President or these bylaws.

 
 4.10 The Chief Financial Officer

The Chief Financial Officer (who may also be designated by the separate title of “Treasurer” unless a separate Treasurer is appointed) shall consider the
adequacy of, and make recommendations concerning, the capital resources available to the corporation to meet it projected obligations and business plans;
report periodically to the Chief Executive Officer and the Board on financial results and trends affecting the business; have custody of the corporate funds and
deposit and pay out such funds from time to time in such manner as may be prescribed by, or in accordance with the direction of, the Board; and shall perform
such other duties and have such other powers as may from time to time be prescribed by the Board, the Chairman of the Board, the Chief Executive Officer,
the President or these bylaws.

 
 4.11 The Treasurer and Assistant Treasurers

The Treasurer (if one is appointed) shall, (i) if a Chief Financial Officer is appointed, have such duties as may be specified by the Chief Financial
Officer to assist the Chief Financial Officer in the performance of his or her duties, and (ii) otherwise perform such duties and have other powers as may from
time to time be prescribed by the Board, the Chairman of the Board, the Chief Executive Officer, the President or these bylaws. It shall be the duty of any
Assistant Treasurers to assist the Treasurer in the performance of his or her duties and to perform such other duties and have other powers as may from time
to time be prescribed by the Board, the Chairman of the Board, the Chief Executive Officer, the President or these bylaws.

 
 4.12 Bond

If required by the Board, any officer shall give the corporation a bond in such sum and with such surety or sureties and upon such terms and conditions
as shall be satisfactory to the Board, including without limitation a bond for the faithful performance of the duties of such officer’s office and for the
restoration to the corporation of all books, papers, vouchers, money and other property of whatever kind in such officer’s possession or under such officer’s
control and belonging to the corporation.
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 4.13 Other Officers

Such other officers as the Board may choose shall perform such duties and have such powers as from time to time may be assigned to them by the
Board. The Board may delegate to any other officer of the corporation the power to choose such other officers and to prescribe their respective duties and
powers.

ARTICLE 5

Notices
 
 5.1 Delivery

Whenever, under the provisions of law, or of the Certificate of Incorporation or these bylaws, written notice is required to be given to any director or
stockholder, it shall not be construed to mean personal notice, but: (a) such notice may be given by mail, addressed to such director or stockholder, at such
person’s address as it appears on the records of the corporation, with postage thereon prepaid, and such notice shall be deemed to be given at the time when
the same shall be deposited in the United States mail or delivered to a nationally recognized courier service; and (b) unless written notice by mail is required
by law, such notice may also be given by commercial delivery service, electronic means or similar means addressed to such director or stockholder at such
person’s address as it appears on the records of the corporation, in which case such notice shall be deemed to be given when delivered into the control of the
persons charged with effecting such transmission, the transmission charge to be paid by the corporation or the person sending such notice and not by the
addressee. Oral notice or other in-hand delivery, in person or by telephone, shall be deemed given at the time it is actually given.

 
 5.2 Waiver of Notice

Whenever any notice is required to be given under the provisions of law or of the Certificate of Incorporation or of these bylaws, a waiver thereof in
writing, signed by the person or persons entitled to said notice, whether before or after the time stated therein, shall be deemed equivalent thereto. In addition
to the foregoing, notice of a meeting need not be given to any director who signs a waiver of notice or a consent, or electronically transmits the same, to
holding the meeting or an approval of the minutes thereof, whether before or after the meeting, or who attends the meeting without protesting, prior thereto or
at its commencement, the lack of notice to such director. All such waivers, consents and approvals shall be filed with the corporate records or made a part of
the minutes of the meeting.

ARTICLE 6

Indemnification and Insurance
 
 6.1 Indemnification

(a) Each person who was or is made a party or is threatened to be made a party to or is involved in (as a witness or otherwise) any action, suit,
arbitration, alternate dispute resolution mechanism, investigation, inquiry, administrative hearing or any other proceeding, whether civil,
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criminal, administrative or investigative in nature (hereinafter a “proceeding”), by reason of the fact that he or she or a person of whom he or she is the legal
representative (in the event of death or disability of such person) is or was a director or officer of the corporation (or any predecessor) or is or was serving at
the request of the corporation (or any predecessor) as a director, officer, employee, fiduciary, representative, partner or agent of another corporation or of a
partnership, joint venture, trust, employee benefit plan sponsored or maintained by the corporation, or other enterprise (or any predecessor of any of such
entities), whether the basis of such proceeding is alleged action or inaction in an official capacity as a director, officer, employee, fiduciary, representative,
partner or agent or in any other capacity while serving as a director, officer, employee, fiduciary, representative, partner or agent, shall be indemnified and
held harmless by the corporation to the fullest extent authorized by the DGCL, as the same exists or may hereafter be amended (but, in the case of any such
amendment, only to the extent that such amendment permits the corporation to provide broader indemnification rights than said law permitted the corporation
to provide prior to such amendment), against all expense, liability and loss (including attorneys’ fees, judgments, fines, ERISA excise taxes or penalties, and
amounts paid or to be paid in settlement) reasonably incurred or suffered by such person in connection therewith; provided, however, that except as provided
in Section 6.1(c) below, the corporation shall indemnify any such person seeking indemnification in connection with a proceeding (or part thereof) initiated
by such person only if such proceeding (or part thereof) was authorized by the Board. The right to indemnification conferred in this Section 6.1 shall be a
contract right subject to the terms and conditions of this Article 6.

(b) To obtain indemnification under this Section 6.1, a claimant shall submit to the corporation a written request, including therein or therewith such
documentation and information as is reasonably available to the claimant and is reasonably necessary to determine whether and to what extent the claimant is
entitled to indemnification; provided, however, that the failure of a claimant to so notify the corporation shall not relieve the corporation of any obligation
which it may have to the claimant under this Section 6.1 or otherwise except to the extent that any delay in such notification actually and materially prejudices
the corporation. Upon written request by a claimant for indemnification pursuant to the preceding sentence, a determination, if required by applicable law,
with respect to the claimant’s entitlement thereto shall be made as follows: (i) if requested by the claimant, by Independent Counsel (as hereinafter defined),
or (ii) if no request is made by the claimant for a determination by Independent Counsel, (A) by the Board by a majority vote of the Disinterested Directors
(as hereinafter defined), even though less than a quorum, or (B) by a committee of Disinterested Directors designated by majority vote of the Disinterested
Directors, even though less than a quorum, or (C) if there are no Disinterested Directors or the Disinterested Directors so direct, by Independent Counsel in a
written opinion to the Board, a copy of which shall be delivered to the claimant, or (D) if a quorum of Disinterested Directors so directs, by the stockholders
of the corporation.

In the event the determination of entitlement to indemnification is to be made by Independent Counsel at the request of the claimant, the Independent
Counsel shall be selected by the Board unless there shall have occurred within two years prior to the date of the commencement of the proceeding for which
indemnification is claimed a “Change of Control” (as hereinafter defined), in which case Independent Counsel shall be selected by the claimant unless the
claimant shall request that such selection be made by the Board. In either event, the claimant or the corporation, as the case may be, shall give written notice
to the other advising it of the identity of the Independent Counsel so selected. The party so notified may, within ten (10) days after such written notice of
selection shall have been given, deliver to the corporation or to the claimant, as the case may be, a written objection to such selection; provided, however, that
such objection may be asserted only on the ground that the Independent
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Counsel so selected does not meet the requirements of Independent Counsel as defined in Section 6.6, and the objection shall set forth with particularity the
factual basis of such assertion. If such written objection is so made and substantiated, the Independent Counsel so selected may not serve as Independent
Counsel unless and until such objection is withdrawn or a court has determined that such objection is without merit. If, within thirty (30) days after
submission by the claimant of a written request for indemnification pursuant to Section 6.1(b), no Independent Counsel shall have been selected and not
objected to, either the corporation or the claimant may petition the Court of Chancery of the State of Delaware for resolution of any objection which shall
have been made by the corporation or the claimant to the other’s selection of Independent Counsel or for the appointment as Independent Counsel of a person
selected by the Court of Chancery or by such other person as the Court of Chancery shall designate, and the person with respect to whom all objections are so
resolved or the person so appointed shall act as Independent Counsel hereunder. The corporation shall pay any and all fees and expenses of Independent
Counsel reasonably incurred in connection with acting pursuant to Section 6.1(b), and the corporation shall pay all reasonable fees and expenses incident to
the procedures of Section 6.1(b), regardless of the manner in which such Independent Counsel was selected or appointed. Upon the due commencement of
any judicial proceeding pursuant to Section 6.1(c), Independent Counsel shall be discharged and relieved of any further responsibility in such capacity
(subject to the applicable standards of professional conduct then prevailing).

If the person, persons or entity empowered or selected under this Section 6.1(b) to determine whether the claimant is entitled to indemnification shall
not have made a determination within ninety (90) days after receipt by the corporation of the request therefor, the requisite determination of entitlement to
indemnification shall be deemed to have been made and the claimant shall be entitled to such indemnification, absent (i) a misstatement by the claimant of a
material fact, or an omission of a material fact necessary to make the claimant’s statement(s) not materially misleading, in connection with the request for
indemnification or (ii) a prohibition of such indemnification under applicable law.

If it is determined that the claimant is entitled to indemnification, the corporation shall pay the claimant within twenty (20) business days after such
determination any then known amounts with respect to which it has been so determined that the claimant is entitled to indemnification hereunder and will pay
any other amounts thereafter incurred for which the claimant is entitled to indemnification within twenty (20) business days of the corporation’s receipt of
reasonably detailed invoices for such amounts.

(c) In the event that (i) a determination is made pursuant to Section 6.1(b) that the claimant is not entitled to indemnification, (ii) advancement of
expenses is not timely made pursuant to Section 6.2 or (iii) a claim for indemnification under Section 6.1 is not paid in full by the corporation within twenty
(20) business days after a determination has been made that the claimant is entitled to indemnification, the claimant may at any time thereafter bring suit
against the corporation to determine his entitlement to such indemnification or advancement of expenses and, if successful in whole or in part, the claimant
shall be entitled to be paid also the expense of prosecuting such claim. If a Change of Control shall have occurred, in any judicial proceeding commenced
pursuant to this Section 6.1(c), the corporation shall have the burden of proving that the claimant is not entitled to indemnification. It shall be a defense to any
such action (other than an action brought to enforce a claim for expenses incurred in defending any proceeding in advance of its final disposition where the
required undertaking, if any is required, has been tendered to the corporation) that the claimant has not met the standard of conduct that makes it permissible
under the DGCL for the corporation to indemnify the claimant for the amount claimed, but the burden of proving such defense shall be on the corporation.
Neither the failure of the corporation (including the Board, Independent Counsel or stockholders) to
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have made a determination prior to the commencement of such action that indemnification of the claimant is proper in the circumstances because he or she
has met the applicable standard of conduct set forth in the DGCL, nor the fact that the corporation (including the Board, Independent Counsel or
stockholders) has determined that the claimant has not met such applicable standard of conduct, shall be a defense to the action or create a presumption that
the claimant has not met the applicable standard of conduct. The termination of any action, suit or proceeding by judgment, order, settlement, conviction, or
upon a plea of nolo contendere or its equivalent, shall not, of itself, create a presumption that the claimant has not met the applicable standard of conduct.

(d) If a determination shall have been made pursuant to this Section 6.1 that the claimant is entitled to indemnification, the corporation shall be bound
by such determination in any judicial proceeding commenced pursuant to Section 6.1(c) above, absent (i) a misstatement by the claimant of a material fact, or
an omission of a material fact necessary to make the claimant’s statements not materially misleading in connection with a request for indemnification or (ii) a
prohibition of such indemnification under applicable law. The corporation shall be precluded from asserting in any judicial proceeding commenced pursuant
to Section 6.1(c) above that the procedures and presumptions of this Article 6 are not valid, binding and enforceable and shall stipulate in such proceeding
that the corporation is bound by all the provisions of this Article 6.

(e) With respect to any proceeding for which indemnification is sought hereunder, so long as there shall not have occurred a Change in Control, the
corporation, in its sole discretion, will be entitled to participate in such proceeding at its own expense and, except as provided below, to assume the defense
of, and to settle, such proceeding. After notice from the corporation to the claimant of its election so to assume the defense thereof, the corporation will not be
liable to the claimant under this Article 6 for any legal or other expenses subsequently incurred by the claimant in connection with the defense thereof other
than reasonable costs of investigation or as otherwise provided below. The claimant shall have the right to employ its counsel in such proceeding but the fees
and expenses of such counsel incurred after notice from the corporation of its assumption of the defense thereof shall be at the expense of the claimant unless
(i) the employment of counsel by the claimant has been authorized by the corporation, (ii) the claimant shall have reasonably concluded that there may be a
conflict of interest between the corporation and the claimant in the conduct of the defense of such proceeding or (iii) the corporation shall not in fact have
employed counsel to assume the defense of such proceeding, in each of which cases the fees and expenses of counsel shall be at the expense of the
corporation. The corporation shall not be entitled to assume the defense of any proceeding brought by or on behalf of the corporation or as to which the
claimant shall have made the conclusion provided for in clause (ii) of the immediately preceding sentence. The claimant shall not compromise or settle any
claim or proceeding, release any claim, or make any admission of fact, law, liability or damages with respect to any losses for which indemnification is sought
hereunder without the prior written consent of the corporation, which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld (subject to the terms and conditions of this
Article 6, including any determination required by Section 6.1(b) or by applicable law). The corporation shall not be liable for any amount paid by the
claimant in settlement of any proceeding or any claim therein, unless the corporation has consented to such settlement or unreasonably withholds consent to
such settlement.

(f) If the claimant is a party to or involved in a proceeding with any other person(s) for whom the corporation is required to indemnify or advance
expenses with respect to such proceeding, the corporation shall not be required to indemnify against or advance expenses for more than one law firm to
represent collectively the claimant and such other person(s) in respect of the same matter unless the representation of the claimant and such other person(s)
gives rise to an actual or potential conflict of interest.
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 6.2 Advance Payment

The right to indemnification under this Article 6 shall include the right to be paid by the corporation the expenses incurred in defending any such
proceeding in advance of its final disposition, such advances to be paid by the corporation within twenty (20) business days after the receipt by the
corporation of a statement or statements from the claimant requesting and reasonably evidencing such advance or advances from time to time; provided,
however, that if the DGCL requires, the payment of such expenses incurred by a director or officer in his or her capacity as a director or officer (and not in
any other capacity in which service was or is rendered by such person while a director or officer, including, without limitation, service to an employee benefit
plan) in advance of the final disposition of a proceeding, shall be made only upon delivery to the corporation of an undertaking by or on behalf of such
director or officer to repay all amounts so advanced if it shall ultimately be determined that such director or officer is not entitled to be indemnified under
Section 6.1 above or otherwise.

 
 6.3 Non-Exclusivity and Survival of Rights; Amendments

The right to indemnification and the payment of expenses incurred in defending a proceeding in advance of its final disposition conferred in this
Article 6 shall not be deemed exclusive of any other right which any person may have or hereafter acquire under any statute, provision of the Certificate of
Incorporation, bylaws, agreement, vote of stockholders or Disinterested Directors or otherwise, both as to actions in such person’s official capacity and as to
actions in another capacity while holding such office, and shall continue as to a person who has ceased to be a director, officer, employee or agent of the
corporation and shall inure to the benefit of the heirs, executors and administrators of such a person. Any repeal or modification of the provisions of this
Article 6 shall not in any way diminish or adversely affect the rights or protections of any director, officer, employee or agent of the corporation hereunder in
respect of any proceeding (regardless of when such proceeding is first threatened, commenced or completed) arising out of, or related to, any act or omission
occurring prior to the time of such repeal or modification.

 
 6.4 Insurance

The corporation may purchase and maintain insurance on behalf of any person who is or was a director, officer, employee or agent of the corporation,
or is or was serving at the request of the corporation as a director, officer, employee, fiduciary, representative, partner or agent of another corporation or of a
partnership, joint venture, trust, employee benefit plan sponsored or maintained by the corporation, or other enterprise (or any predecessor of any of such
entities) against any expense, liability or loss asserted against such person and incurred by such person in any such capacity, or arising out of such person’s
status as such, whether or not the corporation would have the power to indemnify such person against such liability under the provisions of the DGCL.

 
 6.5 Severability

If any word, clause, provision or provisions of this Article 6 shall be held to be invalid, illegal or unenforceable for any reason whatsoever: (i) the
validity, legality and enforceability of the remaining provisions of this Article 6 (including, without limitation, each portion of any section or paragraph of this
Article 6 containing any such provision held to be invalid, illegal or unenforceable,
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that is not itself held to be invalid, illegal or unenforceable) shall not in any way be affected or impaired thereby; and (ii) to the fullest extent possible, the
provisions of this Article 6 (including, without limitation, each such portion of any section or paragraph of this Article 6 containing any such provision held to
be invalid, illegal or unenforceable) shall be construed so as to give effect to the intent manifested by the provision held invalid, illegal or unenforceable.

 
 6.6 Definitions

For the purpose of this Article 6:

“Change of Control” shall mean:

(1) the acquisition by any individual, entity or group (within the meaning of Section 13(d)(3) or 14(d)(2) of the 1934 Act (a “Person”)), directly
or indirectly, of beneficial ownership (within the meaning of Rule 13d-3 promulgated under the 1934 Act) of 20% or more of either (i) the then
outstanding shares of common stock of the corporation (the “Outstanding Corporation Common Stock”) or (ii) the combined voting power of the
then outstanding voting securities of the corporation entitled to vote generally in the election of directors (the “Outstanding Corporation Voting
Securities”); provided, however, that for purposes of this part (1), the following acquisitions shall not constitute a Change of Control: (i) any
acquisition directly from the corporation or any acquisition from other stockholders where (A) such acquisition was approved in advance by the Board
and (B) such acquisition would not constitute a Change of Control under part (2) or part (4) of this definition, (ii) any acquisition by the corporation,
(iii) any acquisition by any employee benefit plan (or related trust) sponsored or maintained by the corporation or any corporation controlled by the
corporation, or (iv) any acquisition by any corporation pursuant to a transaction that complies with clauses (i), (ii) and (iii) of part (4) of this definition;
or

(2) the acquisition by any Person, directly or indirectly, of beneficial ownership (within the meaning of Rule 13d-3 promulgated under the 1934
Act) of 50% or more of either (i) the Outstanding Corporation Common Stock or (ii) the Outstanding Corporation Voting Securities; or

(3) individuals who, as of the date hereof, constitute the Board (the “Incumbent Board”) cease for any reason to constitute at least a majority of
the Board; provided, however, that any individual becoming a director subsequent to the date hereof whose election, or nomination for election by the
stockholders, was approved by a vote of at least a majority of the directors then comprising the Incumbent Board (or such committee thereof that shall
then have the authority to nominate persons for election as directors) shall be considered as though such individual were a member of the Incumbent
Board, but excluding, for this purpose, any such individual whose initial assumption of office occurs as a result of an actual or threatened election
contest with respect to the election or removal of directors or other actual or threatened solicitation of proxies of consents by or on behalf of a Person
other than the Board; or

(4) consummation of a reorganization, merger or consolidation or sale or other disposition of all or substantially all of the assets of the
corporation (a “Business Combination”), in each case, unless, immediately following such Business Combination, (i) all or substantially all of the
individuals and entities who were the beneficial owners, respectively, of the Outstanding Corporation Common Stock and Outstanding Corporation
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Voting Securities immediately prior to such Business Combination beneficially own, directly or indirectly, more than 50% of, respectively, the then
outstanding shares of common stock and the combined voting power of the then outstanding voting securities entitled to vote generally in the election
of directors, as the case may be, of the corporation resulting from such Business Combination (including, without limitation, a corporation that as a
result of such transaction owns the corporation or all or substantially all of the corporation’s assets either directly or through one or more subsidiaries)
in substantially the same proportions as their ownership, immediately prior to such Business Combination of the Outstanding Corporation Common
Stock and Outstanding Corporation Voting Securities, as the case may be, (ii) no Person (excluding any corporation resulting from such Business
Combination or any employee benefit plan (or related trust) of the corporation or such corporation resulting from such Business Combination)
beneficially owns, directly or indirectly, 20% or more of, respectively, the then outstanding shares of common stock of the corporation resulting from
such Business Combination or the combined voting power of the then outstanding voting securities of such corporation except to the extent that such
ownership existed prior to the Business Combination, and (iii) at least a majority of the members of the board of directors of the corporation resulting
from such Business Combination were members of the Incumbent Board at the time of the execution of the initial agreement, or of the action of the
Board, providing for such Business Combination; or

(5) approval by the stockholders of a complete liquidation or dissolution of the corporation.

“Disinterested Director” shall mean a director of the corporation who is not and was not a party to the matter in respect of which indemnification is
sought by the claimant.

“Independent Counsel” shall mean a law firm, a member of a law firm, or an independent practitioner, that is experienced in matters of corporation
law and neither presently is, nor in the past five (5) years has been, retained to represent: (i) the corporation or the claimant in any matter material to any such
party, or (ii) any other party to the proceeding giving rise to a claim for indemnification hereunder. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the term “Independent
Counsel” shall not shall include any person who, under the applicable standards of professional conduct then prevailing, would have a conflict of interest in
representing either the corporation or the claimant in an action to determine the claimant’s rights under this Article 6.

 
 6.7 Notices

Any notice, request or other communication required or permitted to be given to the corporation under this Article 6 shall be in writing and either
delivered in person or sent by telecopy or other electronic transmission, overnight mail or courier service, or certified or registered mail, postage or charges
prepaid, return copy requested, to the Secretary of the corporation and shall be effective only upon receipt by the Secretary.
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ARTICLE 7

Capital Stock
 
 7.1 Certificates for Shares

The shares of capital stock of the corporation shall be represented by certificates or, where approved by the Board and permitted by law, shall be
uncertificated. Certificates representing shares of capital stock of the corporation shall be signed by, or in the name of the corporation by, the Chairman of the
Board, the Chief Executive Officer, the President or a Vice President and by the Chief Financial Officer, the Treasurer or an Assistant Treasurer, or the
Secretary or an Assistant Secretary of the corporation. Certificates or uncertificated shares may be issued for partly paid shares and in the case of certificated
shares, upon the face or back of the certificates issued to represent any such partly paid shares, the total amount of the consideration to be paid therefor, and
the amount paid thereon shall be specified.

If the corporation shall be authorized to issue more than one class of capital stock of the corporation or more than one series of any class, the powers,
designations, preferences and relative, participating, optional or other special rights of each class of stock or series thereof and the qualifications, limitations
or restrictions of such preferences or rights shall be set forth in full or summarized on the face or back of the certificate which the corporation shall issue to
represent such class or series of stock, provided that, except as otherwise provided in Section 202 of the DGCL, in lieu of the foregoing requirements, there
may be set forth on the face or back of the certificate which the corporation shall issue to represent such class or series of stock, a statement that the
corporation will furnish without charge to each stockholder who so requests the powers, designations, preferences and relative, participating, optional or other
special rights of each class of capital stock of the corporation or series thereof and the qualifications, limitations or restrictions of such preferences or rights.

Within a reasonable time after the issuance or transfer of uncertificated stock, the corporation shall send to the registered owner thereof a written notice
containing the information required by the DGCL or a statement that the corporation will furnish without charge to each stockholder who so requests the
powers, designations, preferences and relative participating, optional or other special rights of each class of capital stock of the corporation or series thereof
and the qualifications, limitations or restrictions of such preferences or rights.

 
 7.2 Signatures on Certificates

Any or all of the signatures on a certificate may be a facsimile. In case any officer, transfer agent or registrar who has signed or whose facsimile
signature has been placed upon a certificate shall have ceased to be such officer, transfer agent or registrar before such certificate is issued, it may be issued
by the corporation with the same effect as if he or she were such officer, transfer agent or registrar at the date of issue.

 
 7.3 Transfer of Stock

Upon surrender to the corporation or the transfer agent of the corporation of a certificate of shares of capital stock of the corporation duly endorsed or
accompanied by proper evidence of succession, assignation or authority to transfer, it shall be the duty of the corporation to issue a new
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certificate to the person entitled thereto, cancel the old certificate and record the transaction upon its books. Upon receipt of proper transfer instructions from
the registered owner of uncertificated shares, such uncertificated shares shall be canceled and issuance of new equivalent uncertificated shares or certificated
shares shall be made to the person entitled thereto and the transaction shall be recorded upon the books of the corporation.

 
 7.4 Registered Stockholders

The corporation shall be entitled to recognize the exclusive right of a person registered on its books as the owner of shares to receive dividends, and to
vote as such owner, and to hold liable for calls and assessments a person registered on its books as the owner of shares, and shall not be bound to recognize
any equitable or other claim to or interest in such share or shares on the part of any other person, whether or not it shall have express or other notice thereof,
except as otherwise provided by the laws of Delaware.

 
 7.5 Lost, Stolen or Destroyed Certificates

The corporation may direct that a new certificate or certificates or uncertificated shares be issued to replace any certificate or certificates theretofore
issued by the corporation alleged to have been lost, stolen or destroyed, upon the making of an affidavit of that fact by the person claiming the certificate of
stock to be lost, stolen or destroyed and on such terms and conditions as the corporation may require. When authorizing the issue of a new certificate or
certificates, the corporation may, in its discretion and as a condition precedent to the issuance thereof, require the owner of the lost, stolen or destroyed
certificate or certificates, or his or her legal representative, to advertise the same in such manner as it shall require, to indemnify the corporation in such
manner as it may require, and to give the corporation a bond or other adequate security in such sum as it may direct as indemnity against any claim that may
be made against the corporation with respect to the certificate alleged to have been lost, stolen or destroyed.

ARTICLE 8

General Provisions
 
 8.1 Dividends

Dividends upon the shares of capital stock of the corporation, subject to any restrictions contained in the DGCL or the provisions of the Certificate of
Incorporation, if any, may be declared by the Board at any regular or special meeting or by unanimous written consent. Dividends may be paid in cash, in
property or in shares of capital stock of the corporation, subject to the provisions of the Certificate of Incorporation. The Board may fix any record date for
purposes of determining the stockholders entitled to receive payment of any dividend as set forth in Section 2.11 above.

 
 8.2 Dividend Reserve

Before payment of any dividend, there may be set aside out of any funds of the corporation available for dividends such sum or sums as the Board from
time to time, in its sole discretion, deems proper as a reserve or reserves to meet contingencies, or for equalizing dividends, or for repairing or maintaining
any property of the corporation, or for such other purpose as the Board shall determine conducive to the interest of the corporation, and the directors may
modify or abolish any such reserve in the manner in which it was created.
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 8.3 Checks

Except as otherwise permitted in these bylaws, all checks or demands for money and notes of the corporation shall be signed by such officer or officers
or such other person or persons as the Board may from time to time designate.

 
 8.4 Fiscal Year

The fiscal year of the corporation shall be fixed by resolution of the Board.

 
 8.5 Corporate Seal

The Board may, by resolution, adopt a corporate seal. The corporate seal shall have inscribed thereon the name of the corporation, the year of its
organization and the words “Corporate Seal, Delaware.” The seal may be used by causing it or a facsimile thereof to be impressed or affixed or otherwise
reproduced. The seal may be altered from time to time by the Board.

 
 8.6 Execution of Corporate Contracts and Instruments

The Board, except as otherwise provided in these bylaws, may authorize any officer or officers, or agent or agents, to enter into any contract or execute
any instrument in the name of and on behalf of the corporation; such authority may be general or confined to specific instances. Unless so authorized or
ratified by the Board or within the agency power of an officer, no officer, agent or employee shall have any power or authority to bind the corporation by any
contract or engagement or to pledge its credit or to render it liable for any purpose or for any amount.

 
 8.7 Representation of Shares of Other Corporations

Each of the Chief Executive Officer, the President or any Vice President, the Chief Financial Officer or the Treasurer or any Assistant Treasurer, or the
Secretary or any Assistant Secretary of the corporation is authorized to vote, represent and exercise on behalf of the corporation all rights incident to any and
all shares of any corporation or corporations standing in the name of the corporation. The authority herein granted to said officers to vote or represent on
behalf of the corporation any and all shares held by the corporation in any other corporation or corporations may be exercised either by such officers in person
or by any other person authorized so to do by proxy or power of attorney duly executed by said officers.

ARTICLE 9

Amendments

These bylaws may be altered, amended or repealed, in whole or in part, or new bylaws may be adopted by the stockholders or by the Board; provided,
however, that notice of such alteration, amendment, repeal or adoption of new bylaws be contained in the notice of such meeting of the stockholders or the
Board, as the case may be. Any such alteration, amendment, repeal or adoption must be approved by either the vote of the holders of a majority of the shares
of capital stock of the corporation issued and outstanding and entitled to vote thereon or by a majority of the entire Board.
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THIRDFOURTH AMENDED AND RESTATED

BYLAWS

OF

BIOGEN INC.

(Adopted as of October 13, 2008; as amended through March 27, 2015June 7, 2017)

ARTICLE 1

Offices
 
 1.1 Registered Office

The registered office of the corporation shall be set forth in the certificate of incorporation of the corporation., as may be amended and restated from
time to time (the “Certificate of Incorporation”).
 
 1.2 Other Offices

The corporation may also have offices at such other places, either within or without the State of Delaware, as the Board of Directors (the “Board”) may
from time to time designate or the business of the corporation may require.

ARTICLE 2

Meeting of Stockholders
 
 2.1 Place of Meeting

Meetings of stockholders may be held at such place, either within or without of the State of Delaware, as may be designated by or in the manner
provided in these bylaws, or, if not so designated, as determined by the Board. The Board may, in its sole discretion, determine that a meeting of the
stockholders shall not be held at any place, but may instead be held solely by means of remote communication in the manner authorized by the General
Corporation Law of the State of Delaware (the “DGCL”).
 
 2.2 Annual Meeting

Annual meetings of stockholders shall be held each year at such place, date and time as shall be designated from time to time by the Board and stated in
the notice of the meeting. At each such annual meeting, the stockholders shall elect directors to hold office until the next annual meeting of stockholders after
their election and until their successors are duly elected and qualified or until their earlier resignation, removal from office, death or incapacity. Except in a
contested election, the vote required for the election of a director by the stockholders shall be the affirmative vote of a majority of the votes cast in favor of or
against a nominee. In a contested election, directors shall be elected by a plurality of the votes so cast. A contested election shall be one in which there are
more nominees than positions on the Board to be filled at the meeting as of the fourteenth (14th) day prior to the date on which the corporation files its
definitive proxy statement with the Securities and Exchange Commission. Any subsequent amendment or supplement of the definitive proxy statement shall
not affect the status of the election. The stockholders shall also transact such other business as may properly be brought before the meeting.

To be properly brought before the annual meeting, nominations of persons for election to the Board must be made in accordance with the procedures set
forth in Section 3.1 or 3.1A.
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Subject to the last paragraph of this Section 2.2, to be properly brought before the annual meeting, business other than nominations of persons for
election to the Board must be (a) specified in the notice of meeting (or any supplement thereto) given by or at the direction of the Board or the Chairman of
the Board or the Chief Executive Officer, (b) otherwise properly brought before the meeting by or at the direction of the Board (or any committee thereof) or
the Chairman of the Board or the Chief Executive Officer, or (c) otherwise properly brought before the meeting by a stockholder of record of the corporation
at the time of giving of notice of meeting pursuant to Section 2.4 and at the time of the meeting, who is entitled to vote at the meeting and who otherwise
complies with this Section 2.2. For any proposed business to be properly brought before an annual meeting by a stockholder pursuant to clause (c) above of
this paragraph, the proposed business must constitute a proper matter for stockholder action. Any such stockholder may propose business to be brought before
a meeting only if such stockholder has given timely notice to the Secretary of the corporation in proper written form of the stockholder’s intent to propose
such business.

To be timely, the stockholder’s notice must be delivered by a nationally recognized courier service or mailed by first class United States mail, postage
or delivery charges prepaid, or other method of delivery approved by the Board, and received at the principal executive offices of the corporation addressed to
the attention of the Secretary of the corporation not less than ninety (90) days nor more than one hundred twenty (120) days in advance of the first anniversary
of the date the corporation’s proxy statement was released to the stockholders in connection withof the previous year’s annual meeting of stockholders;
provided, however, that in the event that no annual meeting was held in the previous year or the date of the annual meeting is more than thirty (30) days before
or more than sixty (60) days after the first anniversary of the previous year’s annual meeting of stockholders, notice by the stockholder must be received by
the Secretary of the corporation not earlier than the close of business on the one hundred twentieth (120th) day prior to such annual meeting and not later than
the close of business on the later of (x) the ninetieth (90th) day prior to such annual meeting and (y) the tenth (10th) day following the day on which public
announcement of the date of such meeting is first made. For the purposes of these bylaws, “public announcement” shall mean disclosure in a press release
reported by the Dow Jones News Service, Associated Press or a comparable national news service or in a document publicly filed by the corporation with the
Securities and Exchange Commission. In no event shall the public announcement of an adjournment or postponement of an annual meeting commence a new
time period (or extend any time period) for the giving of stockholder’s notice as described above.

To be in proper form, a stockholder’s notice to the Secretary must set forth as to each matter the stockholder proposes to bring before the annual
meeting (i) a brief description of the business desired to be brought before the annual meeting, the text of the proposal or business (including the text of any
resolutions proposed for consideration and in the event that such business includes a proposal to amend these bylaws, the language of the proposed
amendment), and the reasons for conducting such business at the annual meeting, (ii) the name and record address of the stockholder proposing such business
and the beneficial owner, if any, on whose behalf the proposal is made, (iii) the class, series and number of shares of capital stock of the corporation that are
owned beneficially and of record by the stockholder and such beneficial owner and a representation that the stockholder will notify the corporation in writing
of the class and number of such shares owned beneficially and of record as of the record date for the meeting promptly following the later of the record date
or the date notice of the record date is first publicly disclosed, (iv) any option, warrant, convertible security, stock appreciation right, or similar right with an
exercise or conversion privilege or a settlement payment or mechanism at a price related to any class or series of shares of capital stock of the corporation or
with a value derived in whole or in part from the value of any class or series of shares of capital stock of the corporation, whether or not such instrument or
right shall be subject to settlement in the underlying class or series of capital stock of the corporation or otherwise (a “Derivative Instrument”) directly or
indirectly owned beneficially by such stockholder and any other direct or indirect opportunity to profit or share in any profit derived from any increase or
decrease in the value of shares of the corporation and a representation that the stockholder will notify the corporation in writing of any such Derivative
Instrument in effect as of the record date for the meeting promptly following the later of the record date or the date notice of the record date is first publicly
disclosedcapital stock of the corporation, (v) a description of any agreement, arrangement or understanding with respect to the proposal of business between
or among such stockholder and such beneficial owner, any of their
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respective affiliates or associates, and any others acting in concert with any of the foregoing and a representation that the stockholder will notify the
corporation in writing of any such agreements, arrangements or understandings in effect as of the record date for the meeting promptly following the later of
the record date or the date notice of the record date is first publicly disclosed, (vi) a description of any material interest of the stockholder and the beneficial
owner, if any, on whose behalf the proposal is made, in such business, (vii) a representation that the stockholder is a holder of record of stock of the
corporation entitled to vote at such meeting and intends to appear in person or by proxy at the meeting to propose such business, (viii) a representation
whether the stockholder or the beneficial owner, if any, intends or is part of a group which intends (a) to deliver a proxy statement and/or form of proxy to
holders of at least the percentage of the corporation’s outstanding capital stock required to approve or adopt the proposal and/or (b) otherwise to solicit
proxies from stockholders in support of such proposal and (ix) any other information that is required to be provided by the stockholder pursuant to Section 14
of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and the rules and regulations promulgated thereunder as amended from time to time (collectively, the “1934 Act”) in
such stockholder’s capacity as a proponent of a stockholder proposal.

A stockholder providing notice of business proposed to be brought before an annual meeting shall further update and supplement such notice, if
necessary, so that the information provided or required to be provided in such notice pursuant to this Section 2.2 shall be true and correct as of the record date
for determining the stockholders entitled to receive notice of the annual meeting and such update or supplement shall be delivered to, and received by, the
Secretary at the principal executive offices of the corporation not later than five (5) business days after the later of (i) the record date for determining the
stockholders entitled to receive notice of the annual meeting and (ii) the date notice of such record date is first publicly disclosed.

Except as otherwise provided by law, if the Chairman of the Board (or such other person presiding at the meeting in accordance with these bylaws)
shall, if the facts warrant, determine and declare to the meetingdetermines in good faith that business was not properly brought before the meeting in
accordance with the provisions of this Section 2.2 (including whether the stockholder or beneficial owner, if any, on whose behalf the proposal is made
solicited (or is part of a group which solicited) or did not so solicit, as the case may be, proxies in support of such stockholder’s proposal in compliance with
such stockholder’s representation as required by clause (viii) above of this Section 2.2), and if he or she should so determine, he or she shallmay so declare to
the meeting and any such business not properly brought before the meeting shall not be transacted. Notwithstanding the foregoing provisions of this
Section 2.2, unless otherwise required by law, if the stockholder (or a qualified representative of the stockholder) does not appear at the annual or special
meeting of stockholders of the corporationmeeting to present proposed business, such proposed business shall not be transacted, notwithstanding that proxies
in respect of such proposed business may have been received by the corporation. For purposes of this Section 2.2, to be considered a qualified representative
of the stockholder, a person must be a duly authorized officer, manager or partner of such stockholder or must be authorized by a writing executed by such
stockholder or an electronic transmission delivered by such stockholder to act for such stockholder as proxy at the meeting of stockholders and such person
must produce such writing or electronic transmission, or a reliable reproduction of the writing or electronic transmission, at the meeting of stockholders.

Compliance with this Section 2.2 and Sections 3.1 and 3.1A shall be the exclusive means for a stockholder to make nominations for director or submit
other business to stockholders at an annual meeting (other than matters brought properly under and in compliance with Rule 14a-8 or other applicable rules
and regulations under the 1934 Act).
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 2.3 Special Meetings Called by Directors or Officers

Special meetings of the stockholders mayshall be called for any purpose or purposes, unless otherwise prescribed by statute or by the
certificateCertificate of incorporationIncorporation, by the Secretary only at the request of the Chairman of the Board, the Chief Executive Officer or by a
resolution duly adopted by the affirmative vote of a majority of the Board. Such request shall state the purpose or purposes of the proposed meeting. Business
transacted at any special meeting shall be limited to matters relating to the purpose or purposes stated in the notice of meeting.

 
 2.3A Special Meetings Called by Stockholders

(a) Special meetings of the stockholders (each a “Stockholder Requested Special Meeting”) shall also be called by the Secretary upon the written
request of a stockholder (or a group of stockholders formed for the purpose of making such request) who or which (i) has Net Long Beneficial Ownership (as
defined below) of 25% or more of the outstanding shares of common stock of the corporation (the “Requisite Percent”) as of the date of submission of the
request and (ii) has or have had continuous Net Long Beneficial Ownership of at least the same amount of securities so owned by such stockholder or by each
member of such group of stockholders for at least one year as of the date of such request, subject to Section 2.3A(b) below. Compliance by the requesting
stockholder or group of stockholders with the requirements of this section and related provisions of these bylaws shall be determined in good faith by the
Board, which determination shall be conclusive and binding on the corporation and the stockholders.

“Net Long Beneficial Ownership” (and its correlative terms), when used to describe the nature of a stockholder’s ownership of common stock of the
corporation, shall mean those shares of common stock of the corporation as to which the stockholder in question possesses (a) the sole power to vote or direct
the voting, (b) the sole economic incidents of ownership (including the sole right to profits and the sole risk of loss), and (c) the sole power to dispose of or
direct the disposition. The number of shares calculated in accordance with clauses (a), (b) and (c) shall not include any shares (i) sold by such stockholder in
any transaction that has not been settled or closed, (ii) borrowed by such stockholder for any purposes or purchased by such stockholder pursuant to an
agreement to resell or (iii) subject to any option, warrant, derivative or other agreement or understanding, whether any such arrangement is to be settled with
shares of common stock of the corporation or with cash based on the notional amount of shares subject thereto, in any such case which has, or is intended to
have, the purpose or effect of (A) reducing in any manner, to any extent or at any time in the future, such stockholder’s rights to vote or direct the voting and
full rights to dispose or direct the disposition of any of such shares or (B) offsetting to any degree gain or loss arising from the sole economic ownership of
such shares by such stockholder.

(b) A request for a Stockholder Requested Special Meeting must be signed by the Requisite Percent of stockholders (or their duly authorized agents)
having Net Long Beneficial Ownership of the Requisite Percent and be delivered to the Secretary at the principal executive offices of the corporation by
registereda nationally recognized courier service or mailed by first class United States mail, return receipt requestedpostage or delivery charges prepaid, or
other method of delivery approved by the Board. Such request shall (i) set forth a statement of the specific purpose or purposes of the meeting and the matters
proposed to be acted on at such special meeting, (ii) bear the date of signature of each such stockholder (or duly authorized agent) signing the request, (iii) set
forth (A) the name and address, as they appear in the corporation’s stock ledger, ofas to each stockholder signing such request (or on whose behalf the request
is signed), (B)A) set forth the name and address, as it appears in the corporation’s stock ledger, (B) set forth the class, if applicable, and the number of shares
of common stock of the corporation as to which such stockholder has Net Long Beneficial Ownership, (C) include evidence of the fact and duration of such
stockholder’s beneficial ownership of such stock consistent with that which is required under Regulation 14A under the 1934 Act and (D) include a
certification that the stockholder satisfies the Net Long Beneficial Ownership requirement of these bylaws, (iv) set forth all information relating to each such
stockholder that must be disclosed in solicitations of proxies for election of directors in an election contest (even if an election contest is not involved), or is
otherwise required, in each case, pursuant to Regulation 14A under the 1934 Act, (v) contain the information required by Section 2.2 of these bylaws and
(vi) include an acknowledgment by each stockholderand (iv) include an acknowledgment by each stockholder signing such request (or on whose behalf the
request is signed) and any duly authorized agent that any disposition of shares of common stock of the corporation as to which such stockholder has Net Long
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Beneficial Ownership as of the date of delivery of the special meeting request and prior to the record date for the proposed meeting requested by such
stockholder shall constitute a revocation of such request with respect to such shares. In addition, the stockholder and any duly authorized agent shall promptly
provide any other information reasonably requested by the corporation to allow it to satisfy its obligations under applicable law. Any requesting stockholder
may revoke asuch stockholder’s request for a special meeting at any time by written revocation delivered to the Secretary at the principal executive offices of
the corporation. If, following such revocation at any time before the date of the Stockholder Requested Special Meeting, the remaining requests are from
stockholders holdingsigning such request (or on whose behalf the request is signed) have Net Long Beneficial Ownership in the aggregate of less than the
Requisite Percent, the Board, in its sole discretion, may cancel the Stockholder Requested Special Meeting or the stockholder(s’) proposed business at the
meeting.

(c) Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Secretary shall not be required to call a special meeting of stockholders if (i) the Board has called or calls an
annual or special meeting of stockholders to be held not later than sixty (60) days after the date on which a valid request has been delivered to the Secretary
(the “Delivery Date”);”) where the request contains the same item as any item on the agenda for such annual or special meeting; or (ii) the request (A) is
received by the Secretary during the period commencing ninety (90one hundred twenty (120) days prior to the first anniversary of the date of the immediately
precedingprior year’s annual meeting and ending on the date of the next annual meeting; (B) contains an identical or substantially similar item (a “Similar
Item”) to an item that was presented at any meeting of stockholders held within one hundred and twenty (120thirty (30) days prior to the Delivery Date (and,
for purposes of this clause (B) the election of directors shall be deemed a “Similar Item” with respect to all items of business involving the election or
removal of directors);), excluding, for purposes of determining what constitutes a Similar Item, ancillary items that are contained in the request solely to
support the primary item(s) of such request; (C) relates to an item of business that is not a proper subject for action by the stockholders of the corporation
under applicable law; or (D) was made in a manner that involved a violation of Regulation 14A under the 1934 Act or other applicable law; or (E) does not
comply with the provisions of this Section 2.3A.

(d) Any Stockholder Requested Special Meeting shall be held at such date, time and place within or without the State of Delaware as may be fixed by
the Board; provided, however, that the date of any Stockholder Requested Special Meeting shall be not more than sixty (60) days after the record date for such
meeting (the “Meeting Record Date”), which shall be fixed in accordance with Section 2.11 of these bylaws and if the Board fails to designate, within ten
(10) days after the Delivery Date, the Meeting Record Date, then such Meeting Record Date shall be twenty (20) days after the Delivery Date; provided
further that, if the Board fails to designate, within ten (10) days after the Delivery Date, a date and time for a Stockholder Requested Special Meeting, then
such meeting shall be held at 9:00 a.m. local time on the sixtieth (60th) day after the Meeting Record Date (or, if that day shall not be a business day, then on
the next preceding business day); and provided further that in the event that the Board fails to designate a place for a Stockholder Requested Special Meeting
within ten (10) days after the Delivery Date, then such meeting shall be held at the corporation’s principal executive offices. In fixing a date and time for any
Stockholder Requested Special Meeting, the Board may consider such factors as it deems relevant within the good faith exercise of business judgment,
including, without limitation, the nature of the matters to be considered, the facts and circumstances surrounding any request for meeting and any plan of the
Board to call an annual meeting or a special meeting.

(e) Business transacted at any Stockholder Requested Special Meeting shall be limited to the purpose(s) stated in the request; provided, however, that
nothing herein shall prohibit the corporation from submitting matters to a vote of the stockholders at any Stockholder Requested Special Meeting.
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A stockholder providing notice of business proposed to be brought before a Stockholder Requested Special Meeting shall further update and
supplement such notice, if necessary, so that the information provided or required to be provided in such notice pursuant to this Section 2.3A shall be true and
correct as of the record date for determining the stockholders entitled to receive notice of the special meeting and such update or supplement shall be
delivered to, and received by, the Secretary at the principal executive offices of the corporation not later than five (5) business days after the later of (i) the
record date for determining the stockholders entitled to receive notice of the special meeting and (ii) the date notice of such record date is first publicly
disclosed.

Except as otherwise provided by law, if the Chairman of the Board (or such other person presiding at the Stockholder Requested Special Meeting in
accordance with these bylaws) determines in good faith that business was not properly brought before the Stockholder Requested Special Meeting in
accordance with the provisions of this Section 2.3A (including whether the stockholder or beneficial owner, if any, on whose behalf the proposal is made
solicited (or is part of a group which solicited) or did not so solicit, as the case may be, proxies in support of such stockholder’s proposal in compliance with
such stockholder’s representation as required by clause (viii) above of Section 2.2), he or she may so declare to the meeting and any such business shall not be
transacted. Notwithstanding the foregoing provisions of this Section 2.3A, unless otherwise required by applicable law, if the stockholder (or a qualified
representative of the stockholder) does not appear at the meeting to present proposed business, such proposed business shall not be transacted,
notwithstanding that proxies in respect of such proposed business may have been received by the corporation. For purposes of this provision, to be considered
a qualified representative of the stockholder, a person must be a duly authorized officer, manager or partner of such stockholder or must be authorized by a
writing executed by such stockholder or an electronic transmission delivered by such stockholder to act for such stockholder as proxy at the meeting of
stockholders and such person must produce such writing or electronic transmission, or a reliable reproduction of the writing or electronic transmission, at the
meeting of stockholders.

 
 2.4 Notice of Meetings

Except as otherwise provided by law, written notice of each meeting of stockholders, annual or special, stating the place, if any, date and time of the
meeting, the means of remote communications, if any, by which stockholders and proxy holders may be deemed to be present in person and vote at such
meeting, and, in the case of a special meeting, the purpose or purposes for which such special meeting is called, shall be given to each stockholder entitled to
vote at such meeting not less than ten (10) nor more than sixty (60) days before the date of the meeting.

When a meeting is adjourned to another place, date or time, notice need not be given of the adjourned meeting if the place, date and time thereof are
announced at the meeting at which the adjournment is taken; provided, however, that if the date of any adjourned meeting is more than thirty (30) days after
the date for which the meeting was originally noticed, or if a new record date is fixed for the adjourned meeting, written notice of the place, if any, date, time
and means of remote communications, if any, of the adjourned meeting shall be given in conformity herewith. At any adjourned meeting, any business may
be transacted that might have been transacted at the original meeting.
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 2.5 List of Stockholders

The officer in charge of the stock ledger of the corporation or the transfer agent shall prepare and make, at least ten (10) days before every meeting of
stockholders, a complete list of the stockholders entitled to vote at the meeting, arranged in alphabetical order, and showing the address of each stockholder
and the number of shares registered in the name of each stockholder. Such list shall be open to the examination of any stockholder, for any purpose germane
to the meeting, for a period of at least ten (10) days prior to the meeting, (i) on a reasonably accessible electronic network, provided that the information
required to gain access to such list is provided with the notice of the meeting, or (ii) during ordinary business hours, at the principal place of business of the
corporation. If the meeting is to be held at a place, then the list shall also be produced and kept at the time and place of the meeting during the whole time
thereof, and may be inspected by any stockholder who is present. If the meeting is to be held solely by means of remote communication, then the list shall
also be open to the examination of any stockholder during the whole time of the meeting on a reasonably accessible electronic network, and the information
required to gain access to such list shall be provided with the notice of the meeting.

 
 2.6 Organization and Conduct of Business

The Chairman of the Board or, in his or her absence, the Chief Executive Officer or President of the corporation or, in their absence, such person as the
Board may have designated or, in the absence of such a person, such person as may be chosen by the holders of a majority of the shares entitled to vote who
are present, in person or by proxy, shall call to order any meeting of the stockholders and act as chairman of the meeting. In the absence of the Secretary of
the corporation, the secretary of the meeting shall be such person as the chairman of the meeting appoints.

The chairman of any meeting of stockholders shall determine the order of business and the procedure at the meeting, including such regulation of the
manner of voting and the conduct of discussion as seems to him or her in order.

 
 2.7 Quorum

Except where otherwise provided by law or the certificateCertificate of incorporation of the corporationIncorporation or these bylaws, the holders of a
majority of the capital stock of the corporation issued and outstanding and entitled to vote, present in person or represented in proxy, shall constitute a quorum
at all meetings of the stockholders.

 
 2.8 Adjournments

Any meeting of stockholders may be adjourned from time to time to any other time and to any other place at which a meeting of stockholders may be
held under these bylaws, which time and place shall be announced at the meeting, by either the Chairman of the Board or the holders of a majority of the
stockholdersshares of capital stock of the corporation present in person or represented by proxy at the meeting and entitled to vote, whether or not a quorum is
present, without notice other than announcement at the meeting. At such adjourned meeting at which a quorum shall be present or represented, any business
may be transacted which might have been transacted at the original meeting. If the adjournment is for more than thirty (30) days, or if after the adjournment a
new record date is fixed for the adjourned meeting, a notice of the adjourned meeting shall be given to each stockholder of record entitled to vote at the
meeting.
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 2.9 Voting Rights

Unless otherwise provided in the certificateCertificate of incorporation of the corporation, each stockholder shall Incorporation, stockholders
represented at everya meeting of the stockholders shall be entitled to cast one vote for each share of the capital stock of the corporation entitled to vote thereat
having voting power held by such stockholder. For purposes of these bylaws, “votes cast” do not include abstentions or shares as to which a stockholder
gives no authority or discretion, including “broker non-votes.”

 
 2.10 Majority Vote

 
 2.10 Voting

When a quorum is present at any meeting, other than with regard to the vote of the holderselection of directors, a majority of the total number of votes
of the corporation’s capital stock having voting power present in person or represented by proxy at the meeting and entitled to vote on such question shall
decide any question brought before such meeting, unless the question is one upon which by express provision of statute or of the certificate of incorporation
of the corporationCertificate of Incorporation or of these bylaws, a different vote is required in which case such express provision shall govern and control the
decision of such question. With respect to the election of directors, the voting standard shall be as set forth in Section 3.1 of these bylaws.

 
 2.11 Record Date for Stockholder Notice, Voting, Payment and Written Consent

(a) For purposes of determining the stockholders entitled to notice of, or to vote at, any meeting of stockholders or any adjournment thereof, or entitled
to receive payment of any dividend or other distribution or allotment of any rights, or entitled to exercise any right in respect of any change, conversion or
exchange of stockshares of capital stock of the corporation or for the purpose of any other lawful action (other than the taking of action by written consent of
the stockholders without a meeting which is governed by Section 2.11(b) below), the Board may fix, in advance, a record date, which shall not be more than
sixty (60) days nor less than ten (10) days before the date of any such meeting nor more than sixty (60) days before any other action to which the record date
relates. A determination of stockholders of record entitled to notice of or to vote at a meeting of stockholders shall apply to any adjournment of the meeting;
provided, however, that the Board may fix a new record date for the adjourned meeting. If the Board does not so fix a record date, then: (i) the record date for
determining stockholders entitled to notice of or to vote at a meeting of stockholders shall be at the close of business on the business day next preceding the
day on which notice is given or, if notice is waived, at the close of business on the business day next preceding the day on which the meeting is held; and
(ii) the record date for determining stockholders for any other purpose shall be at the close of business on the day on which the Board adopts the resolution
relating to such purpose.

(b) For purposes of determining the stockholders entitled to consent to corporate action in writing without a meeting, the Board may fix a record date,
which record date shall not precede the date upon which the resolution fixing the record date is adopted by the Board, and which date shall not be more than
ten (10) days after the date upon which the resolution fixing the record date is adopted by the Board. Any stockholder of record seeking to have the
stockholders authorize or take corporate action by written consent shall, by written notice to the Secretary, request the Board to fix a record date. The Board
shall, within ten (10) days after the date on which such written notice is received, adopt a resolution fixing the record date. If no record date has been fixed by
the Board within ten (10) days after receipt of such written notice, when no prior action by the Board is required by applicable law, the record date for
determining stockholders entitled to consent to corporate action in writing without a meeting shall be the first date on which a signed written consent setting
forth the action taken or proposed to be taken is delivered to the corporation by delivery to its registered office in the State of
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Delaware, its principal place of business or an officer or agent of the corporation having custody of the book in which proceedings of meetings of
stockholders are recorded, to the attention of the Secretary. Delivery shall be by hand or by certified or registered mail, return receipt requested. If no record
date has been fixed by the Board and prior action by the Board is required by applicable law, the record date for determining stockholders entitled to consent
to corporate action in writing without a meeting shall be at the close of business on the day on which the Board adopts the resolution taking such prior action.

 
 2.12 Proxies

Each stockholder entitled to vote at a meeting of stockholders may authorize another person or persons to act for such stockholder by proxy, but no
such proxy shall be voted or acted upon after three (3) years from its date unless the proxy provides for a longer period. All proxies must be filed with the
Secretary of the corporation at the beginning of each meeting in order to be counted in any vote at the meeting. Subject to the limitation set forth in the last
clause of the first sentence of this Section 2.12, a duly executed proxy that does not state that it is irrevocable shall continue in full force and effect unless
(i) revoked by the person executing it, before the vote pursuant to that proxy, by a writing delivered to the corporation stating that the proxy is revoked or by a
subsequent proxy executed by, or attendance at the meeting and voting in person by, the person executing the proxy, or (ii) written notice of the death or
incapacity of the maker of that proxy is received by the corporation before the vote pursuant to that proxy is counted.

 
 2.13 Inspectors of Election

The corporation shall, in advance of any meeting of stockholders, appoint one or more inspectors of election to act at the meeting and make a written
report thereof. The corporation may designate one or more persons to act as alternate inspectors to replace any inspector who fails to act. If no inspector or
alternate is able to act at a meeting of stockholders, the person presiding at the meeting shall appoint one or more inspectors to act at the meeting. Each
inspector, before entering upon the discharge of his or her duties, shall take and sign an oath faithfully to execute the duties of inspector with strict
impartiality and according to the best of his or her ability.

 
 2.14 Inspectors of Written Consent

In the event of the delivery, in the manner prescribed by law or in these bylaws, to the corporation of the requisite written consent or consents to take
corporate action or any related revocations thereof, the corporation may designate one or more persons for the purpose of promptly performing a ministerial
review of the validity of such consents and revocations. The corporation may designate one or more persons to act as alternate inspectors to replace any
inspector who fails to act. Each inspector, before discharging his or her duties, shall take and sign an oath faithfully to execute the duties of inspector with
strict impartiality and according to the best of his or her ability. For the purpose of permitting the inspectors to perform such review, no action by written
consent without a meeting shall be effective until such date as the independent inspectors certify to the corporation that the consents delivered to the
corporation in accordance with applicable law and these bylaws represent at least the minimum number of votes that would be necessary to take the corporate
action. Nothing contained in this Section 2.14 shall affect the right of the Board or any stockholder to contest the validity of any consent or revocation thereof,
whether before or after such certification by the independent inspectors, or to take any other action (including, without limitation, the commencement,
prosecution or defense of any litigation with respect thereto, and the seeking of injunctive relief in such litigation).
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ARTICLE 3

Directors
 
 3.1 Number, Election, Tenure and Qualifications

As of March 27, 2015, theThe number of directors that constitute the entire Board is eleven (11); provided, however, that the number of directors that
shall constitute the entire Board shall be fixed from time to time by resolution adopted by a majority of the entire Board.

The directors shall be elected at the annual meetings of the stockholders, except as otherwise provided in Section 3.2 below, and each director elected
shall hold office until such director’s successor is elected and qualified, unless sooner displaced.

Except as otherwise provided in Section 3.2 below or at a special meeting of stockholders held for the purpose of electing directors, directors shall be
elected at each annual meeting of stockholders and each director elected shall hold office until the next annual meeting of stockholders and until such
director’s successor is duly elected and qualified, or until such director’s earlier resignation, removal from office, death or incapacity. Except in a contested
election, the vote required for the election of a director by the stockholders shall be a majority of the votes cast in favor of the nominee. In a contested
election, a director shall be elected by a plurality of the votes so cast in favor of the nominee. A contested election shall be one in which there are more
nominees than positions on the Board to be filled at the meeting as of the fifth (5th) day prior to the date on which the corporation files its definitive proxy
statement with the Securities and Exchange Commission. Any subsequent amendment or supplement of the definitive proxy statement shall not affect the
status of the election.

Subject to the last paragraph of this Section 3.1, and subject to the rights of holders of any class or series of preferred stock of the corporation, if any, to
nominate and elect a specified number of directors in certain circumstances, nominations of persons for election to the Board may be made (a) by or at the
direction of the Board may be made (a) pursuant to the corporation’s notice of meeting (or any supplement thereto),, (b) by or at the direction of the Board or
any committee thereof, (c) by any stockholder of the corporation (A) who was a stockholder of record at the time of giving of notice of meeting pursuant to
Section 2.4 and at the time of the meeting, (B) who is entitled to vote for the election of directors at the applicable meeting , and (C) who complies with the
notice procedures set forth in this Section 3.1 or (d)c) by any person who meets the requirements of and complies with the procedures set forth in
Section 3.1A. Such nominations, other than those made by or at the direction of the Board or pursuant to Section 3.1A, shall be made pursuant to timely
notice in writingproper written form to the Secretary of the corporation.

To be timely, a stockholder’s notice shall be delivered by a nationally recognized courier service or mailed by first class United States mail, postage or
delivery charges prepaid, or other method of delivery approved by the Board, and received at the principal executive offices of the corporation addressed to
the attention of the Secretary of the corporation in the case of an annual meeting not less than ninety (90) days nor more than one hundred twenty (120) days
in advance of the first anniversary of the date the corporation’s proxy statement was released to the stockholders in connection withof the previous year’s
annual meeting of stockholders; provided, however, that in the event that no annual meeting was held in the previous year or the date of the annual meeting is
more than thirty (30) days before or more than sixty (60) days after the first anniversary of the previous year’s annual meeting of stockholders, notice by the
stockholder must be received by the Secretary of the corporation not earlier than the close of business on the one hundred twentieth (120th) day prior to such
annual meeting and not later than the close of business on the later of (x) the ninetieth (90th) day prior to such annual meeting and (y) the tenth (10th) day
following the day on which public announcement of the date of such meeting is first made. In no event shall the public announcement of an adjournment or
postponement of an annual meeting commence a new time period (or extend any time period) for the giving of a stockholder’sstockholder’s notice as
described above.
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To be in proper form, a stockholder’s notice to the Secretary must set forth (a) as to each person whom the stockholder proposes to nominate for
election or reelection as a director, (i) the name, age, business address and residence address of the person, (ii) the principal occupation or employment of the
person, (iii) the class, series and number of shares of capital stock of the corporation that are owned beneficially and of record by the person, (iv) a statement
as to the person’s citizenship, (v) the completed and signed representation and agreement described below, (vi) an irrevocable resignation of such nominee in
accordance with Section 3.3(b) of these bylaws, (vii) any other information relating to the person that is required to be disclosed in solicitations for proxies for
election of directors pursuant to Section 14 of the 1934 Act, and (viiivii) such person’s written consent to being named in the proxy statement as a nominee
and to serving as a director if elected, and (b) as to the stockholder giving the notice and the beneficial owner, if any, on whose behalf the nomination is made,
(i) the name and record address of the stockholder and of such beneficial owner, if any, (ii) the class, series and number of shares of capital stock of the
corporation that are owned beneficially and of record by the stockholder and such beneficial owner and a representation that the stockholder will notify the
corporation in writing of the class and number of such shares owned beneficially and of record as of the record date for the meeting promptly following the
later of the record date or the date notice of the record date is first publicly disclosed, (iii) any Derivative Instrument directly or indirectly owned beneficially
by such stockholder and any other direct or indirect opportunity to profit or share in any profit derived from any increase or decrease in the value of shares of
the corporation and a representation that the stockholder will notify the corporation in writing of any such Derivative Instrument in effect as of the record date
for the meeting promptly following the later of the record date or the date notice of the record date is first publicly disclosedcapital stock of the corporation,
(iv) a description of any agreement, arrangement or understanding with respect to the nomination between or among such stockholder and such beneficial
owner, any of their respective affiliates or associates, and any others acting in concert with any of the foregoing and a representation that the stockholder will
notify the corporation in writing of any such agreements, arrangements or understandings in effect as of the record date for the meeting promptly following
the later of the record date or the date notice of the record date is first publicly disclosed, (v) a representation that the stockholder is a holder of record of stock
of the corporation entitled to vote at such meeting and intends to appear in person or by proxy at the meeting to propose such nomination, and (vi) a
representation whether the stockholder or the beneficial owner, if any, (a “Stockholder’s Representation”) intends or is part of a group which intends (A) to
deliver a proxy statement and/or form of proxy to holders of at least the percentage of the corporation’s outstanding shares of capital stock required to elect
the nominee and/or (B) otherwise to solicit proxies from stockholders in support of such nomination. The corporation may require any proposed nominee to
furnish such other information as may reasonably be required by the corporation to determine the eligibility of such proposed nominee to serve as director of
the corporation.

To be eligible to be a nominee for election or reelection as a director of the corporation, a person must deliver (in accordance with the time periods
prescribed for delivery of notice under this Section 3.1) to the Secretary of the corporation at the principal executive offices of the corporation a written
representation and agreement (in the form provided by the Secretary upon written request) that such person (i) is not and will not become a party to (A) any
agreement, arrangement or understanding (whether written or oral) with, and has not given any commitment or assurance to, any person or entity as to how
such person, if elected as a director of the corporation, will act or vote on any issue or question (a “Voting Commitment”) that has not been disclosed to the
corporation or (B) any Voting Commitment that could limit or interfere with such person’s ability to comply, if elected as a director of the corporation, with
such person’s fiduciary duties under applicable law, (ii) is not and willhas not agreed to become, a party to any agreement, arrangement or understanding
(whether written or oral) with any person or entity other than the corporation with respect to any direct or indirect compensation, reimbursement or
indemnification in connection with service or action as a director that has not been disclosed therein,in such written representation and agreement and agrees
to promptly disclose to the Board any such agreement, arrangement or understanding (whether written or oral) with any person or entity other than the
corporation with respect to any direct or indirect compensation, reimbursement or indemnification in connection with service or action as a director that such
person becomes a party to at any time after the delivery of such written representation and agreement, and (iii) in such person’s individual capacity and on
behalf of any person or entity on whose behalf the nomination is being made, would be in compliance, if elected as a director of the corporation, and will
comply with, applicable law and all
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applicable rules of the U.S.securities exchanges upon which the common stocksecurities of the corporation isare listed and publicly disclosed corporate
governance, conflict of interest, confidentiality and stock ownership and trading policies and guidelines of the corporation and (iv) will provide facts,
statements and other information in all communications with the corporation and its stockholders that are or will be true and correct in all material respects
and do not and will not omit to state a material fact necessary in order to make the statements made, in light of the circumstances under which they were
made, not misleading. At the request of the corporation, each nominee for election as a director of the corporation must submit to the Secretary of the
corporation all completed and signed questionnaires required of directors and officers. The corporation may request such additional information as necessary
to permit the board of directors to determine if each nominee is independent under the listing standards of each principal U.S. exchange upon which the
common stock of the corporation is listed, any applicable rules of the Securities and Exchange Commission and any publicly disclosed standards used by the
board of directors in determining and disclosing the independence of the corporation’s directorsWith respect to any nominee for election as a director of the
corporation, such nominee shall agree to the conditional resignation policy as set forth in Section 3.16 of these bylaws.

Notwithstanding anything in the third sentence of the thirdfourth paragraph of this Section 3.1 to the contrary, in the event that the number of directors
to be elected to the Board is increased effective at the annual meeting and there is no public announcement by the corporation naming the nominees for the
additional directorships at least one hundred (100twenty (120) days prior to the first anniversary of the date the corporation’s proxy statement was released to
the stockholders in connection withof the previous year’s annual meeting of stockholders, a stockholder’s notice required by this Section 3.1 shall also be
considered timely, but only with respect to nominees for the additional directorships, if it shall be delivered toreceived by the Secretary at the principal
executive offices of the Corporationcorporation not later than the close of business on the tenth (10th) day following the day on which such public
announcement is first made by the Corporationcorporation.

Nominations of persons for election to the Board may be made at a special meeting of stockholders at which directors are to be elected pursuant to the
corporation’s notice of meeting (1) by or at the direction of the Board or any committee thereof or (2) provided that the Board has determined that directors
shall be elected at such meeting, by any stockholder of the corporation who is a stockholder of record at the time of giving of notice of meeting pursuant to
Section 2.4 and at the time of the meeting, who is entitled to vote at the meeting and upon such election and who complies with the notice procedures set forth
in this Section 3.1. In the event the corporation calls a special meeting of stockholders for the purpose of electing one or more directors to the Board, any such
stockholder entitled to vote in such election of directors may nominate a person or persons (as the case may be) for election to such position(s) as specified in
the corporation’s notice of meeting, if the stockholder’s notice required by the third paragraph of this Section 3.1 shall be delivered toreceived by the
Secretary at the principal executive offices of the corporation not earlier than the close of business on the one hundred twentieth (120th) day prior to such
special meeting and not later than the close of business on the later of the ninetieth (90th) day prior to such special meeting or the tenth (10th) day following
the day on which public announcement is first made of the date of the special meeting and of the nominees proposed by the Board to be elected at such
meeting. In no event shall the public announcement of an adjournment or postponement of a special meeting commence a new time period (or extend any
time period) for the giving of a stockholder’s notice as described above. Nominations pursuant to Section 3.1A of these bylaws may not be made in
connection with a special meeting of stockholders.

A stockholder providing notice of any nomination proposed to be made at an annual meeting or special meeting of stockholders shall further update and
supplement such notice, if necessary, so that the information provided or required to be provided in such notice pursuant to this Section 3.1 shall be true and
correct as of the record date for determining the stockholders entitled to receive notice of the annual meeting or special meeting and such update or
supplement shall be delivered to, and received by, the Secretary at the principal executive offices of the corporation not later than five (5) business days after
the later of (i) the record date for determining the stockholders entitled to receive notice of the annual meeting or special meeting and (ii) the date notice of
such record date is first publicly disclosed.
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In connection with any annual meeting of the stockholders (or, if and as applicable, any special meeting of the stockholders), if the Chairman of the
Board (or such other person presiding at such meeting in accordance with these bylaws) shall, if the facts warrant, determine and declare to the
meetingdetermines in good faith that a nomination was not made in accordance with the foregoing procedure (including whether the stockholder or beneficial
owner, if any, on whose behalf the nomination is made solicited (or is part of a group which solicited) or did not so solicit, as the case may be, proxies in
support of such stockholder’s nominee in compliance with such stockholder’s representationStockholder’s Representation as required by clause (vi) above of
this Section 3.1), and if he or she should so determine, he or she shall so declare to the meeting and the defective nomination shall be disregarded by the
Board. Notwithstanding the foregoing provisions of this Section 3.1, unless otherwise required by law, if the stockholder (or a qualified representative of the
stockholder) does not appear at the annual or special meeting of stockholders of the corporation to present a nomination, such nomination shall be
disregarded, notwithstanding that proxies in respect of such vote may have been received by the corporation. For purposes of this Section 3.1, to be
considered a qualified representative of the stockholder, a person must be a duly authorized officer, manager or partner of such stockholder or must be
authorized by a writing executed by such stockholder or an electronic transmission delivered by such stockholder to act for such stockholder as proxy at the
meeting of stockholders and such person must produce such writing or electronic transmission, or a reliable reproduction of the writing or electronic
transmission, at the meeting of stockholders.

Compliance with Section 2.2 and this Section 3.1 shall be the exclusive means for a stockholder to make nominations for director or submit other
business to the stockholders at an annual meeting (other than matters brought properly under and in compliance with Section 3.1A or Rule 14a-8 or other
applicable rules and regulations under the 1934 Act).

 
 3.1A Proxy Access for Director Nominations.

(a) Proxy Access. Whenever the Board solicits proxies with respect to the election of directors at an annual meeting of stockholders, subject to the
provisions of this Section 3.1A, the corporation shall include in its proxy statement for such annual meeting, in addition to any persons nominated for election
by the Board including through a committee thereof, the name, together with the Required Information (as defined below), of any person nominated for
election (the “Stockholder Nominee”) to the Board by any stockholder or group of no more than twenty (20) stockholders (provided that a group of funds
under common management and investment control shall be treated as one stockholder) that satisfies the requirements of this Section 3.1A (such stockholder
or stockholders, and any person on whose behalf they are acting, the “Eligible Stockholder”), and who expressly elects at the time of providing the notice
required by this Section 3.1A (the “Notice of Proxy Access Nomination”) to have its nominee included in the corporation’s proxy materials (including the
proxy card) pursuant to this Section 3.1A. For purposes of this Section 3.1A, the “Required Information” that the corporation will include in its proxy
statement shall be the information provided to the Secretary of the corporation concerning each Stockholder Nominee and Eligible Stockholder that is
required to be disclosed in the corporation’s proxy statement pursuant to Section 14 of the 1934 Act, and if the Eligible Stockholder so elects, a written
statement, not to exceed 500 words, in support of the Stockholder Nominee(s)’ candidacy (the “Statement”). Notwithstanding anything to the contrary
contained in this Section 3.1A, the corporation may omit from its proxy materials any information or Statement (or portion thereof) that it, in good faith,
believes would violate any applicable law or regulation.
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(b) Timeliness of Notice. To be timely, the Notice of Proxy Access Nomination must be delivered to, or mailed to and received by, the Secretary of the
corporation no earlier than one hundred fifty (150) days and no later than one hundred twenty (120) days before the anniversary of the date that the
corporation issuedfiled its proxy statement for the previous year’s annual meeting of stockholders, or,; provided, however, that if the date of the annual
meeting of stockholders is called for more than thirty (30) days earlier or later than the anniversary date of the most recent annual meeting of stockholders,
then not later than the close of business on the earlier of (i) the tenth (10th) day after public announcement of the meeting date, or (ii) the sixtieth (60th) day
prior to the date the corporation issuesfiles its proxy statement in connection with the annual meeting of stockholders. In no event shall the public
announcement of an adjournment or postponement of an annual meeting of stockholders commence a new time period (or extend any time period) for the
giving of a stockholder’s notice as described above.

(c) Maximum Number of Stockholder Nominees.

(i) Maximum Number of Stockholder Nominees. The maximum number of Stockholder Nominees nominated by all Eligible Stockholders that
will be included in the corporation’s proxy materials with respect to an annual meeting of stockholders shall not exceed 25% of the number of directors
in office as of the last day on which a Notice of Proxy Access Nomination may be delivered pursuant to and in accordance with this Section 3.1A (the
“Final Proxy Access Nomination Date”), or if such amount is not a whole number, the closest whole number below 25%, but not less than one. In the
event that one or more vacancies for any reason occurs on the Board after the Final Proxy Access Nomination Date but before the date of the annual
meeting and the Board resolves to reduce the size of the Board in connection therewith, the maximum number of Stockholder Nominees included in the
corporation’s proxy materials shall be calculated based on the number of directors in office as so reduced.

(ii) Persons Considered in Calculation of Maximum Number of Stockholder Nominees. The following persons shall be considered Stockholder
Nominees for purposes of determining when the maximum number of Stockholder Nominees provided for in this Section 3.1A has been reached:
(1) any Stockholder Nominee whom the Board decides to nominate as a Board nominee, (2) with respect to any stockholder meeting, any individual
with respect to whom the corporation receives notice pursuant to Section 3.1 of these bylaws that a stockholder intends to nominate for election at such
meeting, (3) any Stockholder Nominee who is subsequently withdrawn and (34) any director who had been a Stockholder Nominee at any of the
preceding three annual meetings and whose reelection at the upcoming annual meeting is being recommended by the Board.

(iii) Ranking Stockholder Nominees. Any Eligible Stockholder submitting more than one Stockholder Nominee for inclusion in the corporation’s
proxy materials pursuant to this Section 3.1A shall rank such Stockholder Nominees based on the order that the Eligible Stockholder desires such
Stockholder Nominees to be selected for inclusion in the corporation’s proxy statement. In the event that the number of Stockholder Nominees
submitted by Eligible Stockholders pursuant to this Section 3.1A exceeds the maximum number of nominees provided for in this Section 3.1A, the
highest ranking Stockholder Nominee who meets the requirements of this Section 3.1A from each Eligible Stockholder will be selected for inclusion in
the corporation’s proxy materials until the maximum number is reached, proceeding in order ofwhereby Eligible Stockholders disclosing the amount
(largest to smallest)ownership of shares of common stock of the corporation each Eligible Stockholder disclosed as owned in itsin their respective
Notice of Proxy Access Nomination submitted to the corporation receive priority based on the number of shares of common stock each Eligible
Stockholder so disclosed as owned. If the maximum number is not reached after the highest ranking Stockholder Nominee who meets the requirements
of this Section 3.1A from each Eligible Stockholder has been selected, this process will continue as many times as necessary, following the same order
each time, until the maximum number is reached.
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(i) Exclusion of Stockholder Nominees. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in this Section 3.1A, if the corporation receives
notice pursuant to Section 3.1 of these bylaws that a stockholder intends to nominate for election at such meeting a number of nominees greater than or
equal to 50% of the total number of directors to be elected at such meeting, no Stockholder Nominees will be included in the corporation’s proxy
materials with respect to such meeting pursuant to this Section 3.1A.

(d) Ownership. For purposes of this Section 3.1A, an Eligible Stockholder shall be deemed to “own” only those outstanding shares of common stock of
the corporation as to which the stockholder possesses Net Long Beneficial Ownership, as computed pursuant to the second paragraph of Section 2.3A(a) of
these bylaws.

(e) Required Ownership Percentage; Minimum Holding Period. In order to make a nomination pursuant to this Section 3.1A, an Eligible Stockholder
must have owned the Required Ownership Percentage (as defined below) of the corporation’s outstanding common stock (the “Required Shares”)
continuously for the Minimum Holding Period (as defined below) as of both the date the Notice of Proxy Access Nomination is received by the Secretary of
the corporation in accordance with this Section 3.1A and the record date for determining the stockholders entitled to vote at the annual meeting and must
continue to own the Required Shares through the meeting date. For purposes of this Section 3.1A, the “Required Ownership Percentage” is 3% or more,
and the “Minimum Holding Period” is 3 years.

(f) Information to be Provided.

(i) Information to be Provided by Eligible Stockholder. Within the time period specified in this Section 3.1A for delivering the Notice of Proxy
Access Nomination, an Eligible Stockholder must provide the following information in writing to the Secretary of the corporation:

(A) one or more written statements from the record holder of the shares (and from each intermediary through which the shares are or have been
held during the Minimum Holding Period) verifying that, as of a date within seven calendar days prior to the date the Notice of Proxy Access
Nomination is delivered to, or mailed to and received by, the Secretary of the corporation, the Eligible Stockholder owns, and has owned continuously
for the Minimum Holding Period, the Required Shares, and the Eligible Stockholder’s agreement to provide, within five (5) business days after the
record date for the annual meeting, written statements from the record holder and intermediaries verifying the Eligible Stockholder’s continuous
ownership of the Required Shares through the record date;

(B) a copy of the Schedule 14N that has been filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission as required by Rule 14a-18 under the 1934 Act;

(C) the information, representations and agreements that are the same as those that would be required to be set forth in a stockholder’s notice of
nomination pursuant to Section 3.1 of these bylaws;

(D) the consent of each Stockholder Nominee to being named in the proxy statement as a nominee and to serving as a director if elected;

(E) a representation that the Eligible Stockholder (1) acquired the Required Shares in the ordinary course of business and not with the intent to
change or influence control at the corporation, and does not presently have such intent, (2) presently intends to maintain qualifying ownership of the
Required Shares through the date of the annual meeting, (32) has not engaged and will not engage in, and has not and will not be a “participant” in
another person’s, “solicitation” within the meaning of Rule 14a-1(l) under the 1934 Act in support of the election of any individual as a director at the
annual meeting other than its Stockholder Nominee(s) or a nominee of the Board, (4and (3) agrees to comply with all applicable laws and regulations
applicable to the use, if any, of soliciting material, and (5) will provide facts, statements and other information in all communications with the
corporation and its stockholders that are or will be true and correct in all material respects and do not and will not omit to state a material fact necessary
in order to make the statements made, in light of the circumstances under which they were made, not misleading;;
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(F) a representation as to the Eligible Stockholder’s intentions with respect to maintaining qualifying ownership of the Required Shares for at
least one year following the annual meeting;

(G) an undertaking that the Eligible Stockholder agrees to (1) assume all liability stemming from any legal or regulatory violation arising out of
the Eligible Stockholder’s communications with the stockholders of the corporation or out of the information that the Eligible Stockholder provided to
the corporation and (2) indemnify and hold harmless the corporation and each of its directors, officers and employees individually against any liability,
loss or damages in connection with any threatened or pending action, suit or proceeding, whether legal, administrative or investigative, against the
corporation or any of its directors, officers or employees arising out of any nomination submitted by the Eligible Stockholder pursuant to this
Section 3.1A.

(ii) Information to be Provided by Stockholder Nominee. Within the time period specified in this Section 3.1A for delivering the Notice of Proxy
Access Nomination, each Stockholder Nominee must deliver to the Secretary of the corporation: (A) the representations, agreements and other
information required by the fourthsixth paragraph of Section 3.1 of these bylaws; and (B) an irrevocable resignation in accordance with Section 3.3(b)
of these bylaws.

(g) Notice of Defect. In the event that any information or communications provided by the Eligible Stockholder or the Stockholder Nominee to the
corporation or its stockholders ceases to be true and correct in all material respects or omits a material fact necessary to make the statements made, in light of
the circumstances under which they were made, not misleading, each Eligible Stockholder or Stockholder Nominee, as the case may be, shall promptly notify
the Secretary of the corporation of any defect in such previously provided information and of the information that is required to correct any such defect.

(h) Exclusions. The corporation shall not be required to include in its proxy materials for any meeting of stockholders, pursuant to this Section 3.1A, a
Stockholder Nominee (i) for which the Secretary of the corporation receives a notice that a stockholder has nominated such Stockholder Nominee for election
to the Board pursuant to the advance notice requirements for stockholder nomineesStockholder Nominees for director set forth in Section 3.1 of these bylaws,
(ii) if the Eligible Stockholder who has nominated such Stockholder Nominee has engaged in or is currently engaged in, or has been or is a “participant” in
another person’s, “solicitation” within the meaning of Rule 14a-1(l) under the 1934 Act in support of the election of any individual as a director at the annual
meeting other than its Stockholder Nominee(s) or a nominee of the Board, (iii) if the Stockholder Nominee is or becomes a party to any compensatory,
payment or other financial agreement, arrangement or understanding with any person or entity other than the corporation, or is receiving or will receive any
such compensation or other payment from any person or entity other than the corporation, in each case in connection with service as a director of the
corporation, (iv) who is not independent under the listing standards of each principal U.S. exchange upon which the common stock of the corporation is
listed, any applicable rules of the Securities and Exchange Commission and any publicly disclosed standards used by the Board in determining and disclosing
independence of the corporation’s directors, in each case as determined by the Board, (v) whose election as a member of the Board would cause the
corporation to be in violation of these bylaws, the certificate of incorporation, the rules and listing standards of the principal U.S.securities exchanges upon
which the shares of common stock of the corporation isare traded, or any applicable state or federal law, rule or regulation, (viiii) who is or has been, within
the past three (3) years, an officer or director of a competitor, as defined in Section 8 of the Clayton Antitrust Act of 1914, (viiiv) who is a named subject of a
pending criminal proceeding (excluding traffic violations and other minor offenses) or has been convicted in such a criminal proceeding within the past ten
(10) years, (viiiv) if such Stockholder Nominee or the applicable Eligible Stockholder shall have provided information to the corporation in respect to such
nomination that was untrue in any material respect or omitted to state a material fact necessary in order to make the statements made, in light of the
circumstances under which they were made, not misleading, as determined by the Board or any committee thereof, (ix) the Eligible Stockholder or the
applicable Stockholder Nominee has breached any of their obligations under the these bylaws, or (xor (vi) the Eligible Stockholder or applicable Stockholder
Nominee fails to comply with its obligations pursuant to this Section 3.1A in all material respects.
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(i) Invalidity. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary set forth herein, the Board or the chairman of the meeting of stockholders shall declare a
nomination by an Eligible Stockholder to be invalid, and such nomination shall be disregarded notwithstanding that proxies in respect of such vote may have
been received by the corporation, if (i) the Stockholder Nominee(s) and/or the applicable Eligible Stockholder shall have breached its or their obligations
under this Section 3.1A, as determined by the Board or the chairman of the meeting or (ii) the Eligible Stockholder (or a qualified representative thereof) does
not appear at the meeting of stockholders to present any nomination pursuant to this Section 3.1A.

(j) Group Membership. No person may be a member of more than one group of persons constituting an Eligible Stockholder under this Section 3.1A.

(k) Restrictions on Successive Nominations. Any Stockholder Nominee who is included in the corporation’s proxy materials for a particular annual
meeting of stockholders but either (i) withdraws from or becomes ineligible or unavailable for election at the annual meeting, or (ii) does not receive at least
25% of the votes cast in favor of such Stockholder Nominee’s election, will be ineligible to be a Stockholder Nominee pursuant to this Section 3.1A for the
next two annual meetings. For the avoidance of doubt, this Section 3.1A(k) shall not prevent any stockholder from nominating any person to the Board
pursuant to and in accordance with Section 3.1 of these bylaws.

 
 3.2 Enlargement and Vacancies

The number of members of the Board may be increased at any time as provided in Section 3.1 above. Sole power to fill vacancies and newly created
directorships resulting from any increase in the authorized number of directors shall be vested in the Board, and any directors so elected shall hold office until
the next annual meeting of stockholders after their election and until their successors are duly elected and qualified or until their earlier resignation, removal
from office, death or incapacity.; provided, however, that either the Board or the stockholders may fill any vacancy resulting from stockholder removal of a
director. If there are no directors in office, then an election of directors may be held in the manner provided by statute. In the event of one or more vacancies
in the Board, the remaining directors, except as otherwise provided by law or these bylaws, may exercise the powers of the full boardBoard until the
vacancies are filled.

 
 3.3 Resignation and Removal

(a) Any director may resign at any time upon written notice to the corporation at its principal place of business or to the Chief Executive Officer or the
Secretary. Such resignation shall be effective upon receipt of such notice unless the notice specifies such resignation to be effective at some other time or
upon the happening of some other event. Any director or the entire Board may be removed, with or without cause, by the holders of a majority of the shares
then entitled to vote at an election of directors, unless otherwise specified in the certificate of incorporation of the corporationCertificate of Incorporation.

(b) Each individual nominated for election as a director of the corporation who consents to stand for election shall tender an irrevocable resignation in
advance of the meeting for the election of directors. Such resignation shall become effective upon a determination by the Board or any committee thereof that
(i) the information provided to the corporation by such individual pursuant to Section 3.1 of these Bylaws was untrue in any material respect or omitted to
state a material fact necessary in order to make the statements made, in light of the circumstances under which they were made, not misleading or (ii) such
individual, or any stockholder or group of stockholders who nominated such individual, shall have breached any obligations owed to the corporation under
these Bylaws.

 
 3.4 Powers

The business of the corporation shall be managed by or under the direction of the Board, which may exercise all such powers of the corporation and do
all such lawful acts and things as are not by statute or by the certificate of incorporation of the corporationCertificate of Incorporation or by these bylaws
directed or required to be exercised or done by the stockholders.
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 3.5 Place of Meetings

The Board may hold meetings, both regular and special, either within or without the State of Delaware.

 
 3.6 Organizational Meetings

There shall be an organizational meeting of the Board each year for the purposes of organization, the appointment of officers and the transaction of
other business. Organizational meetings shall be held at such time and place as may be determined from time to time by the Board.

 
 3.7 Regular Meetings

Regular meetings of the Board may be held without notice at such time and place as may be determined from time to time by the Board; provided that
any director who is absent when such a determination is made shall be given prompt notice of such determination.

 
 3.8 Special Meetings

Special meetings of the Board may be called by the Chairman of the Board, the Lead Director (if any), the Chief Executive Officer or the President, or
by the Secretary on the written request of two or more directors, or by one director in the event that there is only one director in office. Notice of the time and
place, if any, of special meetings shall be delivered personally or by telephone to each director, or sent by first-class mail or commercial delivery service,
facsimile transmission, or by electronic mail or other electronic means, charges prepaid, to such director’s business or home address as they appear upon the
records of the corporation. In case such notice is mailed, at least two (2) days’ notice shall be provided to each director prior to the time of holding of the
meeting. In case such notice is delivered personally or by telephone or by commercial delivery service, facsimile transmission, or electronic mail or other
electronic means, at least twenty-four (24) hours’ notice shall be provided to each director prior to the time of the holding of the meeting. A notice or waiver
of notice of a meeting of the Board need not specify the purposes of the meeting.

 
 3.9 Quorum, Action at Meeting, Adjournments

At all meetings of the Board, a majority of directors then in office, but in no event less than one-third (1/3) of the entire Board, shall constitute a
quorum for the transaction of business and the act of a majority of the directors present at any meeting at which there is a quorum shall be the act of the
Board, except as may be otherwise specifically provided by law or by the certificate of incorporation of the corporation.Certificate of Incorporation. For
purposes of this Section 3.9, the term “entire Board” shall mean the number of directors last fixed by directors in accordance with these bylaws; provided,
however, that if fewer than all the number of directors so fixed have been elected (by the stockholders or the Board), the “entire Board” shall mean the
greatest number of directors so elected to hold office at any one time pursuant to such authorization. If a quorum shall not be present at any meeting of the
Board, a majority of the directors present thereat may adjourn the meeting from time to time, without notice other than announcement at the meeting, until a
quorum shall be present.

 
 3.10 Action Without Meeting

Unless otherwise restricted by the certificate of incorporation of the corporationCertificate of Incorporation or these bylaws, any action required or
permitted to be taken at any meeting of the Board or of any committee thereof may be taken without a meeting, if all members of the Board or committee, as
the case may be, consent thereto in writing or by electronic transmission, and the writings or electronic transmissions are filed with the minutes of
proceedings of the Board or committee.
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 3.11 Telephone Meetings

Unless otherwise restricted by the certificate of incorporation of the corporationCertificate of Incorporation or these bylaws, any member of the Board
or any committee thereof may participate in a meeting of the Board or of any committee, as the case may be, by means of conference telephone or by any
form of communications equipment by means of which all persons participating in the meeting can hear each other, and such participation in a meeting shall
constitute presence in person at the meeting.

 
 3.12 Committees

The Board may, by resolution passed by a majority of the whole Board, designate one or more committees, each committee to consist of one or more of
the directors of the corporation. The Board may designate one or more directors as alternate members of any committee, who may replace any absent or
disqualified member at any meeting of the committee. In the absence or disqualification of a member of a committee, the member or members present at any
meeting and not disqualified from voting, whether or not the member or members present constitute a quorum, may unanimously appoint another member of
the Board to act at the meeting in the place of any such absent or disqualified member. Any such committee, to the extent provided in the resolution of the
Board, shall have and may exercise all the powers and authority of the Board in the management of the business and affairs of the corporation, and may
authorize the seal of the corporation to be affixed to all papers which may require it; but no such committee shall have the power or authority in reference to
(i) approving or adopting, or recommending to the stockholders, any action or matter expressly required by the General Corporation Law of the State of
Delaware (the “DGCL”)DGCL to be submitted to stockholders for approval or (ii) adopting, amending or repealing any of these bylaws. Any such committee
shall have such name as may be determined from time to time by resolution adopted by the Board. Each committee shall keep regular minutes of its meetings
and make such reports to the Board as the Board may request. Except as the Board may otherwise determine, any committee may make rules for the conduct
of its business, but unless otherwise provided by the directors or in such rules, its business shall be conducted as nearly as possible in the same manner as is
provided in these bylaws for the conduct of its business by the Board.

 
 3.13 Fees and Compensation of Directors

Unless otherwise restricted by the certificate of incorporation of the corporationCertificate of Incorporation or these bylaws, the Board shall have the
authority to fix the compensation of directors. The directors may be paid their expenses, if any, of attendance at each meeting of the Board and may be paid a
fixed sum for attendance at each meeting of the Board or a stated salary as director, or such other compensation as may be determined by the Board. No such
payment shall preclude any director from serving the corporation in any other capacity and receiving compensation therefor. Members of special or standing
committees may be allowed like compensation for attending committee meetings.

 
 3.14 Rights of Inspection

Any director shall have the right to examine the corporation’s stock ledger, a list of its stockholders and its other books and records for a purpose
reasonably related to his or her position as a director.

 
 3.15 Lead Director

The Board may designate a Lead Director from among its members from time to time, who shall be an independent director, with such duties and
authority as determined by the Board.
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 3.16 Conditional Resignation

The Board shall not nominate for election as director any candidate who has not agreed to tender, promptly following the annual meeting at which he or
she is elected as director, an irrevocable resignation that will be effective upon (a) the failure to receive the required number of votes for reelection at the next
annual meeting of stockholders at which he or she faces reelection, and (b) acceptance of such resignation by the Board. In addition, the Board shall not fill a
director vacancy or newly created directorship with any candidate who has not agreed to tender, promptly following his or her appointment to the Board, the
same form of resignation.

If an incumbent director fails to receive the number of votes required for reelection, the Board (excluding the director in question) shall, within ninety
(90) days after certification of the election results, decide whether to accept the director’s resignation, taking into account such factors as it deems relevant.
Such factors may include, without limitation, the stated reason or reasons why stockholders voted against such director’s reelection, the qualifications of the
director (including, for example, whether the director is an “audit committee financial expert”), and whether accepting the resignation would cause the
Companycorporation to fail to meet any applicable listing standards or would violate state law. The Board shall promptly disclose its decision and, if
applicable, the reasons for rejecting the resignation in a filing with the Securities and Exchange Commission.

ARTICLE 4

Officers
 
 4.1 Officers Designated

The officers of the corporation shall be chosen by the Board and shall include a Chief Executive Officer, a Secretary and a Chief Financial Officer or
Treasurer. The Board may elect from among its members a Chairman of the Board and a Vice Chairman of the Board. The Board may also choose a
President, one or more Vice Presidents, one or more assistant Secretaries or assistant Treasurers and such other officers as the Board deems appropriate from
time to time. Any number of offices may be held by the same person, unless the certificateCertificate of incorporation of the corporationIncorporation or these
bylaws otherwise provide.

 
 4.2 Appointment

The Board at its organizational meeting shall choose a Chief Executive Officer, a Secretary and a Chief Financial Officer or Treasurer. Other officers
may be appointed by the Board at such meeting, at any other meeting, or by written consent, or in such other manner as is determined by the Board.

 
 4.3 Tenure

Each officer of the corporation shall hold office until such officer’s successor is appointed and qualified, unless a different term is specified in the vote
choosing or appointing such officer, or until such officer’s earlier death, resignation, removal or incapacity. Any officer may be removed with or without
cause at any time by the affirmative vote of a majority of the Board or a committee duly authorized to do so.Board. Any vacancy occurring in any office of
the corporation may be filled by the Board, at its discretion. Any officer may resign by delivering such officer’s written resignation to the corporation at its
principal place of business or to the Chief Executive Officer or the Secretary. Such resignation shall be effective upon receipt unless it is specified to be
effective at some other time or upon the happening of some other event.
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 4.4 Chairman and Vice Chairman

The Chairman of the Board, if any, shall preside at all meetings of the Board and of the stockholders at which he or she shall be present. The Chairman
of the Board shall have and may exercise such powers as are, from time to time, assigned to him or her by the Board and as may be provided by law. In the
absence of the Chairman of the Board, the Vice Chairman of the Board, if any, shall preside at all meetings of the Board and of the stockholders at which he
or she shall be present. The Vice Chairman of the Board shall have and may exercise such powers as are, from time to time, assigned to him or her by the
Board and as may be provided by law.

 
 4.5 The Chief Executive Officer

Subject to such supervisory powers, if any, as may be given by the Board to the Chairman of the Board, the Chief Executive Officer (who may also be
designated by the title of “President” unless a separate President shall be appointed) shall preside at all meetings of the stockholders and the Board in the
absence of the Chairman of the Board or if there be none, shall have general and active management of the business of the corporation and shall see that all
orders and resolutions of the Board are carried into effect. He or she shall execute bonds, mortgages and other contracts requiring a seal, under the seal of the
corporation, except where required or permitted by law to be otherwise signed and executed and except whereto the signing and execution thereof shall be
expressly delegated by the Board to some extent that the other officer or agentofficers of the corporation may sign and execute documents when so authorized
by these bylaws, the Board or the Chief Executive Officer.

 
 4.6 The President

The President, if any, shall, in the event there be no Chief Executive Officer or in the absence of the Chief Executive Officer or in the event of his or her
disability or refusal to act, perform the duties of the Chief Executive Officer, and when so acting, shall have the powers of and be subject to all the restrictions
upon the Chief Executive Officer. The President shall perform such other duties and have such other powers as may from time to time be prescribed for such
person by the Board, the Chairman of the Board, the Chief Executive Officer or these bylaws.

 
 4.7 The Vice President

The Vice President (or in the event there be more than one, the Vice Presidents in the order designated by the directors, or in the absence of any
designation, in the order of their appointment), shall, in the absence of the President or in the event of his or her disability or refusal to act, perform the duties
of the President, and when so acting, shall have the powers of and be subject to all the restrictions upon the President. The Vice President(s) shall perform
such other duties and have such other powers as may from time to time be prescribed for them by the Board, the Chairman of the Board, the Chief Executive
Officer, the President or these bylaws.

 
 4.8 The Secretary

The Secretary shall attend all meetings of the Board and the stockholders and record all votes and the proceedings of the meetings in a book to be kept
for that purpose and shall perform like duties for the standing committees of the Board, when required. The Secretary shall give, or cause to be given, notice
of all meetings of stockholders and special meetings of the Board, and shall perform such other duties as may from time to time be prescribed by the Board,
the Chairman of the Board, the Chief Executive Officer, the President or these bylaws. The Secretary shall have custody of the seal of the corporation, and the
Secretary, or an Assistant Secretary, shall have authority to affix the same to
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any instrument requiring it, and, when so affixed, the seal may be attested by his or her signature or by the signature of such Assistant Secretary. The Board
may give general authority to any other officer to affix the seal of the corporation and to attest the affixing thereof by his or her signature. The Secretary shall
keep, or cause to be kept, at the principal executive office or at the office of the corporation’s transfer agent or registrar, as determined by resolution of the
Board, a share register, or a duplicate share register, showing the names of all stockholders and their addresses, the number and classes of shares held by each,
the number and date of certificates, if any, issued for the same and the number and date of cancellation of every certificate surrendered for cancellation.

 
 4.9 The Assistant Secretary

The Assistant Secretary, or if there be more than one, any Assistant Secretaries in the order designated by the Board (or in the absence of any
designation, in the order of their appointment) shall assist the Secretary in the performance of his or her duties and, in the absence of the Secretary or in the
event of his or her inability or refusal to act, perform the duties and exercise the powers of the Secretary and shall perform such other duties and have such
other powers as may from time to time be prescribed by the Board, the Chairman of the Board, the Chief Executive Officer, the President or these bylaws.

 
 4.10 The Chief Financial Officer

The Chief Financial Officer (who may also be designated by the separate title of “Treasurer” unless a separate Treasurer is appointed) shall consider the
adequacy of, and make recommendations concerning, the capital resources available to the corporation to meet it projected obligations and business plans;
report periodically to the Chief Executive Officer and the Board on financial results and trends affecting the business; have custody of the corporate funds and
deposit and pay out such funds from time to time in such manner as may be prescribed by, or in accordance with the direction of, the Board; and shall perform
such other duties and have such other powers as may from time to time be prescribed by the Board, the Chairman of the Board, the Chief Executive Officer,
the President or these bylaws.

 
 4.11 The Treasurer and Assistant Treasurers

The Treasurer (if one is appointed) shall, (i) if a Chief Financial Officer is appointed, have such duties as may be specified by the Chief Financial
Officer to assist the Chief Financial Officer in the performance of his or her duties, and (ii) otherwise perform such duties and have other powers as may from
time to time be prescribed by the Board, the Chairman of the Board, the Chief Executive Officer, the President or these bylaws. It shall be the duty of any
Assistant Treasurers to assist the Treasurer in the performance of his or her duties and to perform such other duties and have other powers as may from time
to time be prescribed by the Board, the Chairman of the Board, the Chief Executive Officer, the President or these bylaws.

 
 4.12 Bond

If required by the Board, any officer shall give the corporation a bond in such sum and with such surety or sureties and upon such terms and conditions
as shall be satisfactory to the Board, including without limitation a bond for the faithful performance of the duties of such officer’s office and for the
restoration to the corporation of all books, papers, vouchers, money and other property of whatever kind in such officer’s possession or under such officer’s
control and belonging to the corporation.
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 4.13 Other Officers

Such other officers as the Board may choose shall perform such duties and have such powers as from time to time may be assigned to them by the
Board. The Board may delegate to any other officer of the corporation the power to choose such other officers and to prescribe their respective duties and
powers.

ARTICLE 5

Notices
 
 5.1 Delivery

Whenever, under the provisions of law, or of the certificateCertificate of incorporation of the corporationIncorporation or these bylaws, written notice is
required to be given to any director or stockholder, it shall not be construed to mean personal notice, but: (a) such notice may be given by mail, addressed to
such director or stockholder, at such person’s address as it appears on the records of the corporation, with postage thereon prepaid, and such notice shall be
deemed to be given at the time when the same shall be deposited in the United States mail or delivered to a nationally recognized courier service; and
(b) unless written notice by mail is required by law, such notice may also be given by commercial delivery service, facsimile transmission, electronic means
or similar means addressed to such director or stockholder at such person’s address as it appears on the records of the corporation, in which case such notice
shall be deemed to be given when delivered into the control of the persons charged with effecting such transmission, the transmission charge to be paid by the
corporation or the person sending such notice and not by the addressee. Oral notice or other in-hand delivery, in person or by telephone, shall be deemed
given at the time it is actually given.

 
 5.2 Waiver of Notice

Whenever any notice is required to be given under the provisions of law or of the certificate of incorporation of the corporationCertificate of
Incorporation or of these bylaws, a waiver thereof in writing, signed by the person or persons entitled to said notice, whether before or after the time stated
therein, shall be deemed equivalent thereto. In addition to the foregoing, notice of a meeting need not be given to any director who signs a waiver of notice or
a consent, or electronically transmits the same, to holding the meeting or an approval of the minutes thereof, whether before or after the meeting, or who
attends the meeting without protesting, prior thereto or at its commencement, the lack of notice to such director. All such waivers, consents and approvals
shall be filed with the corporate records or made a part of the minutes of the meeting.

ARTICLE 6

Indemnification and Insurance
 
 6.1 Indemnification

(a) Each person who was or is made a party or is threatened to be made a party to or is involved in (as a witness or otherwise) any action, suit,
arbitration, alternate dispute resolution mechanism, investigation, inquiry, administrative hearing or any other proceeding, whether civil,
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criminal, administrative or investigative in nature (hereinafter a “proceeding”), by reason of the fact that he or she or a person of whom he or she is the legal
representative (in the event of death or disability of such person) is or was a director or officer of the corporation (or any predecessor) or is or was serving at
the request of the corporation (or any predecessor) as a director, officer, employee, fiduciary, representative, partner or agent of another corporation or of a
partnership, joint venture, trust, employee benefit plan sponsored or maintained by the corporation, or other enterprise (or any predecessor of any of such
entities), whether the basis of such proceeding is alleged action or inaction in an official capacity as a director, officer, employee, fiduciary, representative,
partner or agent or in any other capacity while serving as a director, officer, employee, fiduciary, representative, partner or agent, shall be indemnified and
held harmless by the corporation to the fullest extent authorized by the DGCL, as the same exists or may hereafter be amended (but, in the case of any such
amendment, only to the extent that such amendment permits the corporation to provide broader indemnification rights than said law permitted the corporation
to provide prior to such amendment), against all expense, liability and loss (including attorneys’ fees, judgments, fines, ERISA excise taxes or penalties, and
amounts paid or to be paid in settlement) reasonably incurred or suffered by such person in connection therewith; provided, however, that except as provided
in Section 6.1(c) below, the corporation shall indemnify any such person seeking indemnification in connection with a proceeding (or part thereof) initiated
by such person only if such proceeding (or part thereof) was authorized by the Board. The right to indemnification conferred in this Section 6.1 shall be a
contract right subject to the terms and conditions of this Article 6.

(b) To obtain indemnification under this Section 6.1, a claimant shall submit to the corporation a written request, including therein or therewith such
documentation and information as is reasonably available to the claimant and is reasonably necessary to determine whether and to what extent the claimant is
entitled to indemnification; provided, however, that the failure of a claimant to so notify the corporation shall not relieve the corporation of any obligation
which it may have to the claimant under this Section 6.1 or otherwise except to the extent that any delay in such notification actually and materially prejudices
the corporation. Upon written request by a claimant for indemnification pursuant to the preceding sentence, a determination, if required by applicable law,
with respect to the claimant’s entitlement thereto shall be made as follows: (i) if requested by the claimant, by Independent Counsel (as hereinafter defined),
or (ii) if no request is made by the claimant for a determination by Independent Counsel, (A) by the Board by a majority vote of the Disinterested Directors
(as hereinafter defined), even though less than a quorum, or (B) by a committee of Disinterested Directors designated by majority vote of the Disinterested
Directors, even though less than a quorum, or (C) if there are no Disinterested Directors or the Disinterested Directors so direct, by Independent Counsel in a
written opinion to the Board, a copy of which shall be delivered to the claimant, or (D) if a quorum of Disinterested Directors so directs, by the stockholders
of the corporation.

In the event the determination of entitlement to indemnification is to be made by Independent Counsel at the request of the claimant, the Independent
Counsel shall be selected by the Board unless there shall have occurred within two years prior to the date of the commencement of the proceeding for which
indemnification is claimed a “Change of Control” (as hereinafter defined), in which case Independent Counsel shall be selected by the claimant unless the
claimant shall request that such selection be made by the Board. In either event, the claimant or the corporation, as the case may be, shall give written notice
to the other advising it of the identity of the Independent Counsel so selected. The party so notified may, within ten (10) days after such written notice of
selection shall have been given, deliver to the corporation or to the claimant, as the case may be, a written objection to such selection; provided, however, that
such objection may be asserted only on the ground that the Independent
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Counsel so selected does not meet the requirements of “Independent Counsel” as defined in Section 6.6, and the objection shall set forth with particularity the
factual basis of such assertion. If such written objection is so made and substantiated, the Independent Counsel so selected may not serve as Independent
Counsel unless and until such objection is withdrawn or a court has determined that such objection is without merit. If, within thirty (30) days after
submission by the claimant of a written request for indemnification pursuant to Section 6.1(b), no Independent Counsel shall have been selected and not
objected to, either the corporation or the claimant may petition the Court of Chancery of the State of Delaware for resolution of any objection which shall
have been made by the corporation or the claimant to the other’s selection of Independent Counsel or for the appointment as Independent Counsel of a person
selected by the Court of Chancery or by such other person as the Court of Chancery shall designate, and the person with respect to whom all objections are so
resolved or the person so appointed shall act as Independent Counsel hereunder. The corporation shall pay any and all fees and expenses of Independent
Counsel reasonably incurred in connection with acting pursuant to Section 6.1(b), and the corporation shall pay all reasonable fees and expenses incident to
the procedures of Section 6.1(b), regardless of the manner in which such Independent Counsel was selected or appointed. Upon the due commencement of
any judicial proceeding pursuant to Section 6.1(c), Independent Counsel shall be discharged and relieved of any further responsibility in such capacity
(subject to the applicable standards of professional conduct then prevailing).

If the person, persons or entity empowered or selected under this Section 6.1(b) to determine whether the claimant is entitled to indemnification shall
not have made a determination within ninety (90) days after receipt by the corporation of the request therefor, the requisite determination of entitlement to
indemnification shall be deemed to have been made and the claimant shall be entitled to such indemnification, absent (i) a misstatement by the claimant of a
material fact, or an omission of a material fact necessary to make the claimant’s statement(s) not materially misleading, in connection with the request for
indemnification or (ii) a prohibition of such indemnification under applicable law.

If it is determined that the claimant is entitled to indemnification, the corporation shall pay the claimant within twenty (20) business days after such
determination any then known amounts with respect to which it has been so determined that the claimant is entitled to indemnification hereunder and will pay
any other amounts thereafter incurred for which Indemniteethe claimant is entitled to indemnification within twenty (20) business days of the corporation’s
receipt of reasonably detailed invoices for such amounts.

(c) In the event that (i) a determination is made pursuant to Section 6.1(b) that the claimant is not entitled to indemnification, (ii) advancement of
Expensesexpenses is not timely made pursuant to Section 6.2 or (iii) a claim for the indemnification under Section 6.1 is not paid in full by the corporation
within twenty (20) business days after a determination has been made that the claimant is entitled to indemnification, the claimant may at any time thereafter
bring suit against the corporation to determine his entitlement to such indemnification or advancement of Expensesexpenses and, if successful in whole or in
part, the claimant shall be entitled to be paid also the expense of prosecuting such claim. If a Change of Control shall have occurred, in any judicial
proceeding commenced pursuant to this Section 6.1(c), the corporation shall have the burden of proving that the claimant is not entitled to indemnification. It
shall be a defense to any such action (other than an action brought to enforce a claim for expenses incurred in defending any proceeding in advance of its final
disposition where the required undertaking, if any is required, has been tendered to the corporation) that the claimant has not met the standard of conduct that
makes it permissible under the DGCL for the corporation to indemnify the claimant for the amount claimed, but the burden of proving such defense shall be
on the corporation. Neither the failure of the corporation (including the Board, Independent Counsel or stockholders) to
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have made a determination prior to the commencement of such action that indemnification of the claimant is proper in the circumstances because he or she
has met the applicable standard of conduct set forth in the DGCL, nor the fact that the corporation (including the Board, Independent Counsel or
stockholders) has determined that the claimant has not met such applicable standard of conduct, shall be a defense to the action or create a presumption that
the claimant has not met the applicable standard of conduct. The termination of any action, suit or proceeding by judgment, order, settlement, conviction, or
upon a plea of nolo contendere or its equivalent, shall not, of itself, create a presumption that the claimant has not met the applicable standard of conduct.

(d) If a determination shall have been made pursuant to this Section 6.1 that the claimant is entitled to indemnification, the corporation shall be bound
by such determination in any judicial proceeding commenced pursuant to Section 6.1(c) above, absent (i) a misstatement by the claimant of a material fact, or
an omission of a material fact necessary to make the claimant’s statements not materially misleading in connection with a request for indemnification or (ii) a
prohibition of such indemnification under applicable law. The corporation shall be precluded from asserting in any judicial proceeding commenced pursuant
to Section 6.1(c) above that the procedures and presumptions of this Article 6 are not valid, binding and enforceable and shall stipulate in such proceeding
that the corporation is bound by all the provisions of this Article 6.

(e) With respect to any proceeding for which indemnification is sought hereunder, so long as there shall not have occurred a Change in Control, the
corporation, in its sole discretion, will be entitled to participate in such proceeding at its own expense and, except as provided below, to assume the defense
of, and to settle, such proceeding. After notice from the corporation to the claimant of its election so to assume the defense thereof, the corporation will not be
liable to the claimant under this Article 6 for any legal or other Expensesexpenses subsequently incurred by the claimant in connection with the defense
thereof other than reasonable costs of investigation or as otherwise provided below. The claimant shall have the right to employ its counsel in such proceeding
but the fees and Expensesexpenses of such counsel incurred after notice from the corporation of its assumption of the defense thereof shall be at the expense
of the claimant unless (i) the employment of counsel by the claimant has been authorized by the corporation, (ii) the claimant shall have reasonably concluded
that there may be a conflict of interest between the corporation and the claimant in the conduct of the defense of such proceeding or (iii) the corporation shall
not in fact have employed counsel to assume the defense of such proceeding, in each of which cases the fees and Expensesexpenses of counsel shall be at the
expense of the corporation. The corporation shall not be entitled to assume the defense of any proceeding brought by or on behalf of the corporation or as to
which the claimant shall have made the conclusion provided for in clause (ii) of the immediately preceding sentence. The claimant shall not compromise or
settle any claim or proceeding, release any claim, or make any admission of fact, law, liability or damages with respect to any losses for which
indemnification is sought hereunder without the prior written consent of the corporation, which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld (subject to the
terms and conditions of this Article 6, including any determination required by Section 6.1(b) or by applicable law). The corporation shall not be liable for
any amount paid by the claimant in settlement of any proceeding or any claim therein, unless the corporation has consented to such settlement or
unreasonably withholds consent to such settlement.

(f) If the claimant is a party to or involved in a proceeding with any other person(s) for whom the corporation is required to indemnify or advance
Expensesexpenses with respect to such proceeding, the corporation shall not be required to indemnify against or advance Expensesexpenses for more than
one law firm to represent collectively the claimant and such other person(s) in respect of the same matter unless the representation of the claimant and such
other person(s) gives rise to an actual or potential conflict of interest.
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 6.2 Advance Payment

The right to indemnification under this Article 6 shall include the right to be paid by the corporation the expenses incurred in defending any such
proceeding in advance of its final disposition, such advances to be paid by the corporation within twenty (20) business days after the receipt by the
corporation of a statement or statements from the claimant requesting and reasonably evidencing such advance or advances from time to time; provided,
however, that if the DGCL requires, the payment of such expenses incurred by a director or officer in his or her capacity as a director or officer (and not in any
other capacity in which service was or is rendered by such person while a director or officer, including, without limitation, service to an employee benefit
plan) in advance of the final disposition of a proceeding, shall be made only upon delivery to the corporation of an undertaking by or on behalf of such
director or officer to repay all amounts so advanced if it shall ultimately be determined that such director or officer is not entitled to be indemnified under
Section 6.1 above or otherwise.

 
 6.3 Non-Exclusivity and Survival of Rights; Amendments

The right to indemnification and the payment of expenses incurred in defending a proceeding in advance of its final disposition conferred in this
Article 6 shall not be deemed exclusive of any other right which any person may have or hereafter acquire under any statute, provision of the certificate of
incorporation of the corporationCertificate of Incorporation, bylaws, agreement, vote of stockholders or Disinterested Directors or otherwise, both as to
actionactions in such person’s official capacity and as to actionactions in another capacity while holding such office, and shall continue as to a person who has
ceased to be a director, officer, employee or agent of the corporation and shall inure to the benefit of the heirs, executors and administrators of such a person.
Any repeal or modification of the provisions of this Article 6 shall not in any way diminish or adversely affect the rights or protections of any director, officer,
employee or agent of the corporation hereunder in respect of any proceeding (regardless of when such proceeding is first threatened, commenced or
completed) arising out of, or related to, any act or omission occurring prior to the time of such repeal or modification.

 
 6.4 Insurance

The corporation may purchase and maintain insurance on behalf of any person who is or was a director, officer, employee or agent of the corporation,
or is or was serving at the request of the corporation as a director, officer, employee, fiduciary, representative, partner or agent of another corporation, or of a
partnership, joint venture, trust, employee benefit plan sponsored or maintained by the corporation, or other enterprise (or any predecessor of any of such
entities) against any expense, liability or loss asserted against such person and incurred by such person in any such capacity, or arising out of such person’s
status as such, whether or not the corporation would have the power to indemnify such person against such liability under the provisions of the DGCL.

 
 6.5 Severability

If any word, clause, provision or provisions of this Article 6 shall be held to be invalid, illegal or unenforceable for any reason whatsoever: (i) the
validity, legality and enforceability of the remaining provisions of this Article 6 (including, without limitation, each portion of any section or paragraph of this
Article 6 containing any such provision held to be invalid, illegal or unenforceable,
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that is not itself held to be invalid, illegal or unenforceable) shall not in any way be affected or impaired thereby; and (ii) to the fullest extent possible, the
provisions of this Article 6 (including, without limitation, each such portion of any section or paragraph of this Article 6 containing any such provision held to
be invalid, illegal or unenforceable) shall be construed so as to give effect to the intent manifested by the provision held invalid, illegal or unenforceable.

 
 6.6 Definitions

For the purpose of this Article 6:

“Change of Control” shall mean:

(1) the acquisition by any individual, entity or group (within the meaning of Section 13(d)(3) or 14(d)(2) of the 1934 Act (a “Person”)), directly
or indirectly, of beneficial ownership (within the meaning of Rule 13d-3 promulgated under the 1934 Act) of 20% or more of either (i) the then
outstanding shares of common stock of the corporation (the “Outstanding Corporation Common Stock”) or (ii) the combined voting power of the
then outstanding voting securities of the corporation entitled to vote generally in the election of directors (the “Outstanding Corporation Voting
Securities”); provided, however, that for purposes of this part (1), the following acquisitions shall not constitute a Change of Control: (i) any
acquisition directly from the corporation or any acquisition from other stockholders where (A) such acquisition was approved in advance by the Board
and (B) such acquisition would not constitute a Change of Control under part (2) or part (4) of this definition, (ii) any acquisition by the corporation,
(iii) any acquisition by any employee benefit plan (or related trust) sponsored or maintained by the corporation or any corporation controlled by the
corporation, or (iv) any acquisition by any corporation pursuant to a transaction that complies with clauses (i), (ii) and (iii) of part (4) of this definition;
or

(2) the acquisition by any Person, directly or indirectly, of beneficial ownership (within the meaning of Rule 13d-3 promulgated under the 1934
Act) of 50% or more of either (i) the Outstanding Corporation Common Stock or (ii) the Outstanding Corporation Voting Securities; or

(3) individuals who, as of the date hereof, constitute the Board (the “Incumbent Board”) cease for any reason to constitute at least a majority of
the Board; provided, however, that any individual becoming a director subsequent to the date hereof whose election, or nomination for election by the
stockholders, was approved by a vote of at least a majority of the directors then comprising the Incumbent Board (or such committee thereof that shall
then have the authority to nominate persons for election as directors) shall be considered as though such individual were a member of the Incumbent
Board, but excluding, for this purpose, any such individual whose initial assumption of office occurs as a result of an actual or threatened election
contest with respect to the election or removal of directors or other actual or threatened solicitation of proxies of consents by or on behalf of a Person
other than the Board; or

(4) consummation of a reorganization, merger or consolidation or sale or other disposition of all or substantially all of the assets of the
corporation (a “Business Combination”), in each case, unless, immediately following such Business Combination, (i) all or substantially all of the
individuals and entities who were the beneficial owners, respectively, of the Outstanding Corporation Common Stock and Outstanding Corporation
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Voting Securities immediately prior to such Business Combination beneficially own, directly or indirectly, more than 50% of, respectively, the then
outstanding shares of common stock and the combined voting power of the then outstanding voting securities entitled to vote generally in the election
of directors, as the case may be, of the corporation resulting from such Business Combination (including, without limitation, a corporation that as a
result of such transaction owns the corporation or all or substantially all of the corporation’s assets either directly or through one or more subsidiaries)
in substantially the same proportions as their ownership, immediately prior to such Business Combination of the Outstanding Corporation Common
Stock and Outstanding Corporation Voting Securities, as the case may be, (ii) no Person (excluding any corporation resulting from such Business
Combination or any employee benefit plan (or related trust) of the corporation or such corporation resulting from such Business Combination)
beneficially owns, directly or indirectly, 20% or more of, respectively, the then outstanding shares of common stock of the corporation resulting from
such Business Combination or the combined voting power of the then outstanding voting securities of such corporation except to the extent that such
ownership existed prior to the Business Combination, and (iii) at least a majority of the members of the board of directors of the corporation resulting
from such Business Combination were members of the Incumbent Board at the time of the execution of the initial agreement, or of the action of the
Board, providing for such Business Combination; or

(5) approval by the stockholders of a complete liquidation or dissolution of the corporation.

“Disinterested Director” shall mean a director of the corporation who is not and was not a party to the matter in respect of which indemnification is
sought by the claimant.

“Independent Counsel” shall mean a law firm, a member of a law firm, or an independent practitioner, that is experienced in matters of corporation
law and neither presently is, nor in the past five (5) years has been, retained to represent: (i) the corporation or the claimant in any matter material to any such
party, or (ii) any other party to the proceeding giving rise to a claim for indemnification hereunder. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the term “Independent
Counsel” shall not shall include any person who, under the applicable standards of professional conduct then prevailing, would have a conflict of interest in
representing either the corporation or the claimant in an action to determine the claimant’s rights under this Article 6.

 
 6.7 Notices

Any notice, request or other communication required or permitted to be given to the corporation under this Article 6 shall be in writing and either
delivered in person or sent by telecopy or other electronic transmission, overnight mail or courier service, or certified or registered mail, postage or charges
prepaid, return copy requested, to the Secretary of the corporation and shall be effective only upon receipt by the Secretary.
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ARTICLE 7

Capital Stock
 
 7.1 Certificates for Shares

The shares of capital stock of the corporation shall be represented by certificates or, where approved by the Board and permitted by law, shall be
uncertificated. Certificates representing shares of capital stock of the corporation shall be signed by, or in the name of the corporation by, the Chairman of the
Board, the Chief Executive Officer, the President or a Vice President and by the Chief Financial Officer, the Treasurer or an Assistant Treasurer, or the
Secretary or an Assistant Secretary of the corporation. Certificates or uncertificated shares may be issued for partly paid shares and in the case of certificated
shares, upon the face or back of the certificates issued to represent any such partly paid shares, the total amount of the consideration to be paid therefor, and
the amount paid thereon shall be specified.

If the corporation shall be authorized to issue more than one class of capital stock of the corporation or more than one series of any class, the powers,
designations, preferences and relative, participating, optional or other special rights of each class of stock or series thereof and the qualifications, limitations
or restrictions of such preferences or rights shall be set forth in full or summarized on the face or back of the certificate which the corporation shall issue to
represent such class or series of stock, provided that, except as otherwise provided in Section 202 of the DGCL, in lieu of the foregoing requirements, there
may be set forth on the face or back of the certificate which the corporation shall issue to represent such class or series of stock, a statement that the
corporation will furnish without charge to each stockholder who so requests the powers, designations, preferences and relative, participating, optional or other
special rights of each class of capital stock of the corporation or series thereof and the qualifications, limitations or restrictions of such preferences or rights.

Within a reasonable time after the issuance or transfer of uncertificated stock, the corporation shall send to the registered owner thereof a written notice
containing the information required by the DGCL or a statement that the corporation will furnish without charge to each stockholder who so requests the
powers, designations, preferences and relative participating, optional or other special rights of each class of capital stock of the corporation or series thereof
and the qualifications, limitations or restrictions of such preferences or rights.

 
 7.2 Signatures on Certificates

Any or all of the signatures on a certificate may be a facsimile. In case any officer, transfer agent or registrar who has signed or whose facsimile
signature has been placed upon a certificate shall have ceased to be such officer, transfer agent or registrar before such certificate is issued, it may be issued
by the corporation with the same effect as if he or she were such officer, transfer agent or registrar at the date of issue.

 
 7.3 Transfer of Stock

Upon surrender to the corporation or the transfer agent of the corporation of a certificate of shares of capital stock of the corporation duly endorsed or
accompanied by proper evidence of succession, assignation or authority to transfer, it shall be the duty of the corporation to issue a new
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certificate to the person entitled thereto, cancel the old certificate and record the transaction upon its books. Upon receipt of proper transfer instructions from
the registered owner of uncertificated shares, such uncertificated shares shall be canceled and issuance of new equivalent uncertificated shares or certificated
shares shall be made to the person entitled thereto and the transaction shall be recorded upon the books of the corporation.

 
 7.4 Registered Stockholders

The corporation shall be entitled to recognize the exclusive right of a person registered on its books as the owner of shares to receive dividends, and to
vote as such owner, and to hold liable for calls and assessments a person registered on its books as the owner of shares, and shall not be bound to recognize
any equitable or other claim to or interest in such share or shares on the part of any other person, whether or not it shall have express or other notice thereof,
except as otherwise provided by the laws of Delaware.

 
 7.5 Lost, Stolen or Destroyed Certificates

The corporation may direct that a new certificate or certificates or uncertificated shares be issued to replace any certificate or certificates theretofore
issued by the corporation alleged to have been lost, stolen or destroyed, upon the making of an affidavit of that fact by the person claiming the certificate of
stock to be lost, stolen or destroyed and on such terms and conditions as the corporation may require. When authorizing the issue of a new certificate or
certificates, the corporation may, in its discretion and as a condition precedent to the issuance thereof, require the owner of the lost, stolen or destroyed
certificate or certificates, or his or her legal representative, to advertise the same in such manner as it shall require, to indemnify the corporation in such
manner as it may require, and to give the corporation a bond or other adequate security in such sum as it may direct as indemnity against any claim that may
be made against the corporation with respect to the certificate alleged to have been lost, stolen or destroyed.

ARTICLE 8

General Provisions
 
 8.1 Dividends

Dividends upon the shares of capital stock of the corporation, subject to any restrictions contained in the DGCL or the provisions of the certificate of
incorporation of the corporationCertificate of Incorporation, if any, may be declared by the Board at any regular or special meeting or by unanimous written
consent. Dividends may be paid in cash, in property or in shares of capital stock of the corporation, subject to the provisions of the certificate of incorporation
of the corporationCertificate of Incorporation. The Board may fix any record date for purposes of determining the stockholders entitled to receive payment of
any dividend as set forth in Section 2.11 above.

 
 8.2 Dividend Reserve

Before payment of any dividend, there may be set aside out of any funds of the corporation available for dividends such sum or sums as the
directorsBoard from time to time, in their absoluteits sole discretion, thinkdeems proper as a reserve or reserves to meet contingencies, or for equalizing
dividends, or for repairing or maintaining any property of the corporation, or for such other purpose as the directorsBoard shall thinkdetermine conducive to
the interest of the corporation, and the directors may modify or abolish any such reserve in the manner in which it was created.
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 8.3 Checks

AllExcept as otherwise permitted in these bylaws, all checks or demands for money and notes of the corporation shall be signed by such officer or
officers or such other person or persons as the Board may from time to time designate.

 
 8.4 Fiscal Year

The fiscal year of the corporation shall be fixed by resolution of the Board.

 
 8.5 Corporate Seal

The Board may, by resolution, adopt a corporate seal. The corporate seal shall have inscribed thereon the name of the corporation, the year of its
organization and the words “Corporate Seal, Delaware.” The seal may be used by causing it or a facsimile thereof to be impressed or affixed or otherwise
reproduced. The seal may be altered from time to time by the Board.

 
 8.6 Execution of Corporate Contracts and Instruments

The Board, except as otherwise provided in these bylaws, may authorize any officer or officers, or agent or agents, to enter into any contract or execute
any instrument in the name of and on behalf of the corporation; such authority may be general or confined to specific instances. Unless so authorized or
ratified by the Board or within the agency power of an officer, no officer, agent or employee shall have any power or authority to bind the corporation by any
contract or engagement or to pledge its credit or to render it liable for any purpose or for any amount.

 
 8.7 Representation of Shares of Other Corporations

Each of the Chief Executive Officer, the President or any Vice President, the Chief Financial Officer or the Treasurer or any Assistant Treasurer, or the
Secretary or any Assistant Secretary of the corporation is authorized to vote, represent and exercise on behalf of the corporation all rights incident to any and
all shares of any corporation or corporations standing in the name of the corporation. The authority herein granted to said officers to vote or represent on
behalf of the corporation any and all shares held by the corporation in any other corporation or corporations may be exercised either by such officers in person
or by any other person authorized so to do by proxy or power of attorney duly executed by said officers.

ARTICLE 9

Amendments

These bylaws may be altered, amended or repealed, in whole or in part, or new bylaws may be adopted by the stockholders or by the Board; provided,
however, that notice of such alteration, amendment, repeal or adoption of new bylaws be contained in the notice of such meeting of the stockholders or the
Board, as the case may be. Any such alteration, amendment, repeal or adoption must be approved by either the vote of the holders of a majority of the
stockshares of capital stock of the corporation issued and outstanding and entitled to vote thereon or by a majority of the entire Board.
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